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INTRODUCTION
The privilege of writing a foreword to a constructive work
of this kind would normally be a glad one. It breaks new
ground where there is a large field for endeavour. But the

young author's tragic death at the age of 34 has brought
sadness to the task. It is impossible not to reflect on the

promise so prematurely ended.

William Temple Hamlyn died of fever in Bathurst
Hospital on the 5th of November 1934, after only five

days' illness. One of his last deeds was the correction of

the proofs for this little book, some of the fruit of his

scanty leisure during the past eight years. To the Africans

of the Gambia and to us who knew him, the genial, happy
and unassuming nature of the author shines through the

necessarily prosaic details of his Mandinka Grammar.
A memorial tablet in St. Mary's Church at Bathurst

will record the grief of his brother officers, but his most
permanent memorial will lie in the hearts of men. As one
looks at the tablet the words of Sir Henry Newbolt will

rise irresistibly to the mind

:

.... 'Yet be sure,

Among the lights that gleam and pass,

You'll live to follow none more pure
Than that which glows on yonder brass

:

'Qui procul hincj the legend's writ,

—

The frontier-grave is far away

—

'Qui ante diem periit:

Sed miles, sed pro patria.'

There are other battles than those fought in war. In
the battle against ignorance, in the fight for the education
and the welfare of the people of the Gambia the author of

this book took an honoured place. It will be for others to

build on—to improve on—his work, but if the spirit

survives which he brought to it, and the unassuming devo-

tion which made him ever ready to listen patiently and,
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while striving for the best, never to expect too much, if

the influence, which was based on affection for the people

amongst whom his work lay, persists, the future of the

Gambia will be in safe hands. I am sure that his book will

be invaluable to all those who come to work in this part

of Africa and, like the Short History of the Gambia which
preceded it from the same pen, will point the way to

further research.

A. F. RICHARDS.
BATHUBST,

30th November, 1934.



PREFACE
Fob many years the Mandinko people and the Mandinka
language have, in the Gambia, both been referred to as

Mandingo, and the opportunity has been taken herein of

bringing both names into line with those used by the people

themselves.

The construction of the word Mandinko is similar to that

of other tribe-names found in the language (to which refer-

ence is made in Chapter I), such as the Tilibunko people

from Tilibo, and the Futanko people from Futa. The
adjective, however, is found as Mandinka, and the expres-

sion 'the Mandinka language' is used in this book.

The Mandinka language which is spoken in the Gambia
and its environs belongs to the western branch of the

Mandinka or Malinke family, which is one of the Sudanic

group of languages, and which in its various forms is

spoken over a very large area of West Africa, reaching from

the Gambia to the upperNiger, andfromthesouthernedge of

the Sahara to the hinterland of Liberia and the Ivory Coast,

The Mandinka family contains the following languages

or language-groups, some of which are related nearly as

regards grammar and vocabulary, while others differ con-

siderably.

Eastern Malinke, or Malinke, covers a large area reach-

ing from Bafoulabe on the river Senegal by Siguiri on the

Niger to the hinterland of Liberia, and Southern Malinke

reaches from the north of Sierra Leone to the north of

Liberia. Susu is spoken to the north-west of Sierra Leone.

Western Mandinka (or Mandinka as it will generally be

referred to in this book) is spoken in and around the valley

of the Gambia, and is spoken also in a comparatively small

area centring around Kayes, in Senegal, where the language

is sometimes called Northern Malinke, though it is almost
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identioal with that spoken in the Gambia. The Bambara
language is spoken in a very large area encircling Eastern

and Southern Malinke and reaching from near Kayes to

Bamako and Segu, and as far south as Liberia. Jula is

spoken over a large tract of country behind Liberia and the

Ivory Coast, though large gaps in the area of distribution

are to be found.

In addition to these larger groups there are many
smaller groups, in many cases close relations of the more
important languages. Among these may be mentioned

Kassonke and Jahanka between the Western Mandinka
and Malinke groups, Jalonke, to the south of the Malinke

area, Koranko near the Susus, Kono and Loko in Sierra

Leone near the Southern Malinke group, and Vai in the

western corner of Liberia, besides the dialects such as

Manon, Gbandi, Buzi, Kpwesi, Nunu, Huela, and Ligba,

which have very considerable differences from the re-

mainder of the Mandinka family. There are also other

Sudanic languages which may be said to have been in-

fluenced by the Mandinka language rather than to be

members of that family, such as Mende and Serahuli.

It has been estimated that the number of persons speak-

ing one of the Mandinka languages as their native language

is 2,800,000 and that some 2,000,000 more personsspeak

Mandinka as a second language, while there are some
680,000 Mandinka-speaking persons in British West Africa

(Labouret).

Mandinka belongs to the Sudanic group of languages, the

main characteristics of which are: monosyllabic basis;

absence of inflexions ; the position of the genitive (possessor

first) ; the absence of word-stress ; and the construction of

the sentence—subject+verb+direct object. It does not,

however, conform to these characteristics in two particu-

lars: it inflects to a certain extent in order to show case,

and the sentence-order is subject+ direct object+verb.
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Mandinka, like most West African languages, is material-

istic in its nature, and, wherever possible, speech refers to

some concrete object rather than to the abstract. This fact

is mentioned several times in the study of the language,

and explains many things in the language which might

otherwise be difficult to understand.

The question of the age of the Mandinka language is of

interest, and though it is not possible to obtain much direct

evidence on this point, there are indications that the

language is of considerable antiquity.

The earliest evidence of the use of the Mandinka language
is found in the writings of Pliny, who states that Polybius,

the Greek explorer and historian, during the second century

B.C. discovered a river, 'full of crocodiles and hippopotami

'

which he named Bambotus.
The name is evidently derived from the Mandinka word

for crocodile, bambo, which has been latinized by the addi-

tion of the termination -tus. If this river was the Gambia,
as is generally accepted from the internal evidence of

Pliny's account of the journey, it is clear that there were

at that time Mandinka-speaking peoples living near the

river.

The late Henry Parker, in his Stone Circles in Gambia,

also gives an extract from Philemon Holland's translation

from Pliny of part of a list of towns, rivers, and races met
with or overcome by Cornelius Balbus in his conquest of the

Garamantes south of the Sahara during the first century

A.r>. The translation mentions the river Dasibari, and con-

tinues, 'And againe forward these towns lying one to

another [mox oppida continua] Baracum, Buluba, Alasi,

Balsa, Galla, Maxala and Zizama. ' Except for the last

two mentioned, all the names of these towns have a dis-

tinctly Mandinka sound, and two at least are definitely

Mandinka words.

Baracum, is almost certainly a latinized form of
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Barakunda, a town-name met with in several places in the

Gambia at the present day (derivation bara, boat ; kunda,

town).

Buluba, literally right-hand (bulu, hand; ba, great), also

used for south.

Another town mentioned earlier in Pliny's list is Tap-

sacum, possibly Tabusakunda, from tabu, a species of wild

fig tree ; sa, dead ; kunda, town ; the town of the dead Tabu
tree. The river Dasibari is also mentioned, and this name
also has a Mandinka sound, and might have several possible

derivations, such as 'the river lying near the border of the

country', from da, mouth, opening, border; si, to sit; and
ba, river.

If it is allowed that the towns and rivers mentioned

above have Mandinka derivations, the following list of

Mandinka words used during the first century a.d. may be

obtained from them

:

bambo crocodile

bulu hand
ba great, big

buluba right hand
bara boat, canoe

kunda town
The possible use of the following words may also be

recorded

:

lasi to cut long grass

da mouth, opening, border

si to sit

ba river

The probability of the above words all being used at the

time mentioned of course varies, but from the evidence

available it may be considered that the Mandinka language,

with certain words very much the same as those now used

in the Gambia, was spoken as early as the second century

A.D. Where these Mandinka-speaking people, the Gara-
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mentes mentioned by Pliny, lived, is not of course certain.

It may have been far to the east or north-east of the

Gambia, from where the Mandinko people claim to have
come originally, though from the record of the visit of

Polybius it would appear that there were in his time

Mandinka-speaking people living near what is now the

Gambia river.

Mandinka has never been a written language, except in

Arabic characters, which are lacking in vowels suitable

for the expression of Mandinka sounds, and it is, in conse-

quence, difficult to arrive at a standardized-spelling, more
especially as the language often varies in its pronunciation

from place to place. This is found especially in the case of

final vowels

—

o or u and a—which are varied locally and
personally, and also euphonically in accordance with the

initial letter of the following word. Thus ninso, cow, is in

some parts and by some persons pronounced ninsi ; bulo,

arm, as bulu. The only practicable procedure is there-

fore to spell such words in the most common way, remem-
bering, however, that other ways of spelling are not

necessarily wrong. The case is somewhat similar to that

of the English language, which is spelt in one standardized

way, though its pronunciation varies in different parts of

England, while until comparatively recently there was no
such thing -as one recognized 'correct' way of pronouncing

the language, each being correct in its own locality.

Particulars of the orthography which is used herein are

given on pages xv and xvi.
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ORTHOGRAPHY
The orthography used in this book is that recommended
by Professor Westermann in Memorandum I, Practical

Orthography of African Languages, published by the Inter-

national Institute of African Languages and Cultures, with

one or two slight variations to suit local conditions in the

Gambia. The Mandinka sound 'ng' is here written 'ng',

instead of the phonetic symbol being used, on account of

the fact that in Mandinka there is one 'ng' sound only, in

which the 'g
' sound is not carried on to the next syllable.

The letter 'y
' is also used here with a vowel sound in the

plural of the third personal pronoun to distinguish it from
the second person singular, 'i ', which is pronounced in the

same way.

Consonants.

(i) b, d, f, h, j, k, 1, m, n, p, t, whave their English

values,

(ii) g has its hard value, as in 'get ', 'go \

r stands for the rolled lingual (tongue-tip) r of

Scottish pronunciation.

s has the value of s in 'house ', not as in 'has '.

y has its consonantal value as in 'you ', 'yet ', except
where used alone for the third person plural, where
it is pronounced 'i\

ng is sounded as one sound, as in 'sing* or 'singer',

not as in 'singular'.

Vowels.

(i) The vowel letters a, e, i, o, u have ordinarily the so-

called 'Italian' values, as in 'father', 'fate', 'feet',

'note',
'

boot',

(ii) In Mandinka there exists an 'open' and a 'close'

form of each of the vowels a, e, i, o, u, but as these
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are used in accordance with a fixed principle of

vowel harmony, the two forms may, for practical

purposes, be regarded as one speech-unit.

The rule under which the 'open' or shortened vowel

sound is used may be stated as follows

:

Where a vowel occurs before a long consonantal sound,

written as a double consonant (e.g. mb, nd, nn, &c.) or r,

that vowel becomes open.

The following examples of this rule may be given

:

ny6mborIngo meta
dom&ndlng tSmbSng
salo tOlinta

bStteata nota

It may appear that this rule regarding vowels might be

hard to remember, but in practice the tongue naturally

pronounces the words in the correct way after a very little

practice.

Length.

(i) Long or double sounds are represented by doubling

the letter. A long consonant is preceded by a short

vowel sound as explained above,

(ii) In a few cases the doubling of a vowel can be used

for expressing different meanings, as, ba, mother ,

and baa, goat.



PART I

PARTS OF SPEECH

Chapter I

THE NOUN
As has been mentioned in the Preface, the languages of

West Africa are generally of a materialistic character, and,

where possible, speech refers to some definite thing or

condition rather than to the abstract. A noun is not the

name of any thing, but of some particular thing, and in

effect every noun may be said originally to have been a

proper noun, for which, it will be realized, an article is

unnecessary. It is only as language develops that the idea

grows of words themselves having a separate existence, and
when this stage is reached nouns can be divided into such

classes as common and proper. (The word 'classes' here

does not refer to the 'classes' into which nouns in the

Bantu languages are divided, as there it is the objects

themselves which are classified rather than the words
representing those objects.)

In common with most West African languages, Man-
dinka does not possess an article, though it is surrounded

by six languages—Temne, Mende, Limba, Fula, Songhois,

and Wolof—in which the article is found. If the sense of a

sentence would be otherwise obscure it is therefore neces-

sary to make use of a demonstrative adjective such as wo,
that, or nying, this.

Mandinka belongs to the group of languages which have
a preference for nouns and other words ending either in a

vowel or in a final -ng. The terminal vowel most favoured

in Mandinka is -o, and though the other vowels are also

found as terminals they are in speech often changed into

-o. This is seen also in adjectives ending in a vowel other

B
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than -o, which may change their termination in order to

agree euphonically with the noun preceding them. Thus
the phrase ninsosabba, three cows, may also be heard as

ninso sabbo, and mo bette, a good person, may be heard

as mo betto. This -o termination, when stressed, may
almost be said to act as the article.

Number

It is necessary when speaking of the plural in Mandinka to

remember that in most West African languages there is no
form of grammatical plural such as is found in the lan-

guages of Europe. The noun in its primitive state is the

name of a thing, and in order to represent more than one

thing it is necessary either to repeat the word or to add to

it some other word expressing a number or quantity. A
relic of the time when the Mandinka language was in this

state may be found in the reduplication of nouns now used

to express many, each, or every, as lung-o-lung, every day ;

yiri-o-yiri, every tree, many trees, all trees ; mo-o-mo, every

person, all men. At a later stage the plural is formed by the

addition of some word expressing quantity, and later still

this separate word becomes contracted until it remains no
more than a suffix or prefix, according to the nature of

the language.

In Mandinka the plural suffix is -lu (in other branches of

the Malinke language the suffix is found in the forms of -ru,

-nu, and -u). It has been suggested that the suffix arose

from the plural form of the third personal pronoun alu or

anu, which was added to the singular noun in order to form
the plural. There are difficulties in the way of the accep-

tance of this theory, but support is given to it by the fact

that the plural suffix and the third personal pronoun plural

are identical in Susu.

When the noun terminates in -o the plural suffix -lu

is added direct, but in words in which another vowel
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is the terminal it is sometimes changed to -o before the

suffix is added, as mansa, king; mansolu, kings. Some-
times the suffix is added direct, as in ba, mother; balu,

mothers, and sometimes -olu is added, as in ke, man;
keolu, men. There does not appear to be any rule which

governs the change, which seems to be merely for the sake

of euphony.

Gender

The languages of West Africa vary in their degrees of

development of the idea of grammatical gender, and many
of them, among which is Mandinka, have none, but add
the words for man or woman when it is desired to express

gender. This may be expected in an agricultural com-
munity, which would have less acquaintance with domestic

and other animals than would pastoral and hunting

peoples. These latter would be more likely to have de-

veloped words to discriminate between the sexes of various

animals, and evolved from this an idea of gender. This has

happened in the languages of the Fulas, in which words
representing persons, male and female, and words repre-

senting things, have been classed separately. The Man-
dinka people, on the other hand, being primarily an agri-

cultural community, have not developed any grammatical
gender. The few domestic animals which have separate

names according to their sex, and which are referred to

later, have generally received these names from other

languages.

There are a few West African languages which, although
otherwise genderless, have alternative third personal pro-

nouns, which are used according to whether reference is

being made to a thing or a person. Mandinka is not one of

these, but there is in this language a small distinction of

personal and impersonal classes, which is shown when
a possessive is used, and which perhaps illustrates the
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beginning of the gender-idea in a language. This will be

referred to more fully later in the chapter.

The feminine is shown in Mandinka by the addition of

the suffix -muso, woman, to the noun. In a few cases the

noun is of common gender and -ke, man, may also be

affixed to indicate the masculine.

Thus:

wulo dog. wulomuso bitch.

jato lion. jatomuso lioness.

dingo child dinke male child. dingmuso female

(common). child.

As mentioned earlier, two common domestic animals

have separate names for the male and female, but in both

cases the masculine names have been taken from other

languages, and are not of Mandinka derivation. These are

:

suseo fowl (common) ; susemuso hen; duntungo cock

(from the Fula dundungal).

ninso cow or ox; ninsimuso cow; tura ox (from the

Portuguese).

Case

Most West African languages show the relation of a noun

to the other words in the sentence by means of separate

adverbs, prepositions, or nouns, but the Mandinka lan-

guage makes use of certain suffixes to show this relation-

ship, and Mandinka nouns may therefore be said to inflect

to show case, though only to a limited degree.

The Possessive Case. As in most Sudanic languages, the

possessor precedes the thing possessed, and between the

possessor and the thing possessed is inserted in Mandinka

the particle -la. This possessive particle is derived from

the possessive adjective ala, his, as in mansa ala bungo,

the king his house, and the whole construction and its

derivation is similar to the derivation of the English 'the
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king's house' from 'the king his house'. In speech the

particle is definitely pronounced as a prefix to the thing

possessed, as mansa labungo, but Mandinka always pre-

fers suffixes to prefixes, and it appears preferable for the

particle to be suffixed to the possessor in spite of the pro-

nunciation, as being more in accordance with the Mandinka
language. This may be supported by the fact that in

English the 's of the possessor is often pronounced as a

part of the following word, e.g. in the phrase 'the king's

town ' the '5 is pronounced in accordance with its deriva-

tion, 'the king 'stown ' rather than in the manner in which
it is written.

Examples of the use of the possessive are

:

mola-wulo the man's dog.

musola-ya the woman's yard.

dingola-muro the child's knife.

kellemola-fangkantala the soldier's weapon.

These expressions are, however, pronounced, mo la-wulo,

muso la-ya, &c.

As has been mentioned earlier in this chapter, a small

distinction is made in Mandinka between nouns of the

personal and impersonal classes with regard to the expres-

sion of possession. The construction set out above is that

which is used when the thing possessed belongs to the

impersonal class, which includes animals, plants, and other

objects. The personal class includes human beings, parts

of the body, and powers of the mind, and when one of this

class is the thing possessed it is merely placed in juxta-

position with the possessor, no suffix being affixed to the

former.

It is possible that this construction is an animistic sur-

vival from former times, when a man's spirit was con-

sidered to be projected into, or to be extended over, every-

thing which was in close contact with him, even, in cases,
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The Locative Case. There is in Mandinka a locative case,

which denotes rest at a place, and motion to or from a

place. This is formed by the addition of the suffix -to, -ma
or occasionally -la and -fe. The locative suffix is also used

to denote rest in time. Examples of the use of the locative

case are:

a be siring sateoto he is staying. in the town.

a tata sateoto he went to the town.

a bota sateoto he came out of the town.

Musa nata sutoto Musa came during the night.

ta bungdato go to the house door.

a kattata jatoma he approached the lion.

The suffix -fe is not so commonly used, and is found

chiefly in such expressions as a be tiofe, he is in the ground-

nut farm, literally, 'at the groundnuts'.

In other Malinke dialects the locative suffixes are -na

and -ra.

It will have been noticed that the verb in Mandinka can

sometimes take a case-ending, as in the sentence a lafita

sellela mentioned above. The verb also sometimes takes

the locative case, as in a nato, a ye jato je, when he was
coming he saw a lion. Here nato has the force of

£

at the

moment of time when he was coming ' or ' on his coming \

Formation of Nouns

There are, in Mandinka, a considerable number of com-
pound nouns, formed from verb or noun roots by the

addition of suffixes. In addition to compound words
already existing, it is always possible to construct new
words as required, and this process is continuously going

on. The noun-forming suffixes are set out below:

(i) Suffix of Agency. The noun-agent is formed from the

verb root by the addition of the suffix -la. Thus from
senni, to plant or cultivate, is formed the noun sennila, a
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farmer) from kanta, to guard, kantala, a guardian, and
hence sakantala, a shepherd, and fangkantala, a weapon
(guardian for oneself). Similarly, from demo, to hunt, is

formed demola, a hunter. This suffix is found in other

Malinke dialects as -ra and -na.

(ii) Suffix of Verbal Noun. The verbal noun in Mandinka
is formed by the addition of the suffix -ro to the root of the

verb. This is one of the most useful of the Mandinka
suffixes, and is in common use as a part of the circum-

locution used on account of the deficiency of adverbs of

manner. Thus from burro, to run, is formed the verbal

noun buriro, running, and ala buriro tariata, his running
is quick, takes the place of the adverb 'quickly' in the

expression 'he runs quickly'. Other verbal nouns are:

domo, to eat, domoro, eating; sunya, to steal, sunyaro,

theft, or stealing ; dongo, to dance, dongoro, dancing.

(iii) Suffix of Instrument. Nouns of Instrument are

formed from noun or verb roots by the addition of the

suffix -rango or -dango, as, do, work, dorango, a tool;

bitte, to cover, bitterango,a covering, blanket ; muta,fo take,

hold, muterango, a holder, peg ; sumang, to measure, weigh,

sumandango, measuring thing, scale.

(iv) Suffix of Possessor. The possessor of any object is

denoted by the addition of -tio or -ti to the object pos-

sessed, as bungo, house, bungtio or buntio, householder;

manyo, bride, manyotio, bridegroom. This suffix is a con-

traction of the suffix tigi, which is used to denote the

possessor in the other Malinke languages.

Another use is made of this possessory suffix in forming
nouns relating to bodily defects, when the form -te or -to

is used. Thus from finke, to be blind, we obtain finkinteo,

a blind man ; from sasa, a cold, sasato, a man with a cold

;

kurang, to be ill, kuranto, a sick person. The meaning of

these nouns is that of 'the possessor of blindness, a cold,

sickness
5

, &c.
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A contraction of the possessory suffix (-ti) is used when
marking degrees of comparison, as will be noticed in a

later chapter.

(v) Diminutive Suffix. A diminutive sense is given to a

noun by the addition of the suffix -nding, -ndingo, or

-ringo. Thus from wulo, a dog, is formed wulindingo, a

puppy; from ninso, a cow or ox, ninsiringo, a calf; and
from silo, a road, silonding, afootpath.

It should be noted that the affixing of this suffix generally

gives a meaning to the noun different from the simple

addition of the adjective doman or domanding, small.

Thus in the first of the examples given wulindingo is a
puppy, but wulo domanding would be a small dog. Again,

muso domanding is a small woman, but musonding has

the meaning of girl. Conversely, the adjective ba, great,

should not be mistaken for a suffix attached to a noun, but
is a separate word.

(vi) Suffixforming Abstract Nouns. In addition to the few-

simple abstract nouns such as sino, sleep, hakilo, wisdom, it

is possible in Mandinka to form abstract nouns by the addi-

tion of the suffix -ya to a root, generally that of one of the

adjectival verbs. Thusjangyajength;kuliya, weight ;jowya,
evil ; betteya, goodness ; nyinya, beauty, and killiya, envy.

(vii) Tribal Suffix. The suffix -nko is used with the
name of a country, town, or tribe to denote a man of that
country, town, or tribe. In the case of a town the plural is

generally used. Thus, from Mande, Mandenko or Man-
dinko; Tilibo, a name given to the country to the east of

the Gambia, Tilibunko, a man from Tilibo; Banjul, or
Banjun Bathurst, Banjulunkolu or Banjununkolu, the

people of Bathurst.

It will be realized that the suffixes mentioned above
render Mandinka a very flexible language, in which new
words can be developed and constructed to meet new
needs, as in fact they are developed.
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The use of these suffixes is not confined to the construc-

tion of words from simple roots only, as is shown in most

of the examples, but many compound words are built up
from several roots. For instance, with the introduction of

motor transport into the Protectorate of the Gambia,

Mandinka words have been formed to describe various

parts of a motor-car or lorry, being built up to express the

action of the part described. Thus, sisibondirango is the

exhaust pipe, or funnel of a ship, the literal meaning being

'smoke putting out thing', and komafellerango is the rear

mirror of a motor, literally meaning 'looking back thing'.



Chapter II

THE VERB

The verb in most West African languages is simple in its

character, and that of Mandinka forms no exception to this

rule. The verb root is conjugated by means of the personal

pronouns (or a noun as subject) together with a number of

suffixes and particles inserted between the subject and the

verb. Some of the Malinke languages require the pronoun

to follow the noun-subject in order to complete the predi-

cate, but Mandinka does not require this except where

emphasis is needed.

In addition to the Copulative and Auxiliary verbs in

Mandinka, which will be dealt with later in the chapter,

it will be convenient to classify the verbs in this language

into the following classes

:

Transitive Verbs,

Intransitive Verbs,

Adjectival Verbs,

Causative Verbs.

These verbs are all conjugated differently, and though
in some tenses the differences are small, it will be convenient

to treat each class separately. Before details of the con-

jugation of these verbs are given some general remarks will

be made on the whole subject.

The languages of West Africa vary to a considerable

extent in the degree to which the idea of time, as applied

to the verb, is developed : in other words, in some languages

many tense-forms are found, which allow of very fine

distinctions of time, while in other languages there is a
deficiency of tense-forms. Mandinka possesses a compara-
tively large number of tenses, but the same importance is

not attached to the actual time when an event took place
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as to the manner in which it took place, particularly in

regard to the completeness or incompleteness of the action.

It is therefore necessary, when analysing Mandinka verbs,

to pay regard, not so much to the tense or time, as to what
we may for convenience call the Aspect of the verb, in

regard to the degree of completeness of the action.

There are in Mandinka three such Aspects of the verb,

which may be called the Simple, Continuous, and Perfect

Aspects. As is implied by their names, the Simple Aspect

makes a simple statement without reference to complete-

ness or incompleteness of the action of the verb, the Con-

tinuous Aspect describes an action which is being continued

at the moment of speaking, and the Perfect Aspect de-

scribes an action which has been completed. In each of

these Aspects may be found varying degrees of time,

present, past, and future.

In most West African languages there is a tendency to

use what may be called a common or neutral tense, which

may cover present, past, and future time, the context

supplying the exact time which is meant. In Mandinka

the Simple Past tense of Transitive verbs is used in this

way, though actually the tense is past in time, and the

corresponding tense of Intransitive verbs is used only as

a past. The name which has often been given to this tense

is 'aorist', but the name Simple Past is more suited to it,

as it fits the place where the tense occurs in the scheme of

Mandinka verbs.

There is no tense in Mandinka which exactly corresponds

to the English Present tense, as either the Simple Past or

the Continuous Present is used in its place.

The Continuous Present has also a future sense, and
is often used in place of the Simple Future tense,

thus m be burila can mean either / am running or

/ am going to run. This is one of the most used tenses

in Mandinka.
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The conjugation of the Transitive and the Intransitive

verbs is set out below

:

Aspect.

Simple

Aspect

Continuous

Aspect

Perfect

Aspect

Time,

Present

Past

Future

Present

Past

Future

Present

Past

Future

Transitive Verbs. Intransitive Verbs.

nge dada I built

n si dada I shall

build

m be dadala I am
building

m be dada nung
I used to build

m be dadala I am
going to build

nge dadale I have
built

nge dada nung I

had built

m bolta I fell

n si boi I shall fall

m be boila or m be
boiring Iam falling

m be boila nung I

used to fall

m be boila I am
going to fall

m boitale I have
fallen

m boitale nung I

had fallen

The Simple Past in the Transitive verbs consists of the

personal pronoun or noun-subject followed by the particle

ye and the root of the verb. Where there is an object in the

sentence it is placed immediately before the verb root,

following the particle ye. In the first person singular, the

second person singular, and the contracted third person

plural the particle is elided into the pronoun, and the

conjugation of the verb in this tense is therefore as follows

:

Singular.

Plural.

1st
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Simple Past tense, but take the suffix -ta to the verb root.

The use of this tense has been spoken of earlier in the

chapter.

The Simple Future tense is formed in Mandinka by
the insertion of the particle si between the subject and

the verb root, the object, if any, being placed between the

particle and the verb. This tense has a simple future

meaning, as a si bungo dada, he will build a house, and is

also used in the second persons singular and plural as a

form of Imperative.

The Continuous Present and Future tenses are formed

in both classes of verbs by the insertion of the auxiliary

verb be, to be, and the addition of the suffix -la to the verb

stem. In the Intransitive class of verbs the Continuous

Present is also formed by means of the auxiliary be and

the participle, as m be boiring, / amfalling. This participle

is also used as an adjective when formed from the adjectival

verbs, and is sometimes Present and sometimes Past.

Further remarks will be made on the participle in a later

chapter. The two forms of Continuous Present have not

always the same meaning, and in some verbs which have

two meanings, as si, to sit down or to stay in a place, m be

sila means / am sitting, while m be siring means / am
staying. In other verbs the form in which the participle is

used has a more continuous or continuing force than the

alternative form, which may have more of a future sense.

The Past tense of the Continuous and Perfect Aspects

are formed by the addition of the adverb nung, before, to

the root of the verb with its preceding particle and suffix,

according to the tense and the class of verb. These tenses

are not very commonly used, and generally the context is

left to distinguish the exact time at which the action took

place.

The tense which has been named Perfect Present is

formed from the Simple Past by the addition of the suffix
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-le, and is in fairly common use, having a definitely past

significance, as of a thing having been done or happened

once and for all. Thus, in speaking of a bird which has

flown away, a tata simply means that it has gone, while

a tatale indicates that it has gone right away too far to

be followed.

The suffix -le appears sometimes to be retained in the

Perfect Past tense of the Transitive verbs, as it always is

in the Intransitive verbs, but this use is not common.
The object, if any, is always inserted immediately before

the verb root, and after the auxiliary, where such is used.

It will be seen from the table setting out the conjugation

of the Transitive and Intransitive verbs that all tenses are

formed by the insertion of various particles between the

subject and the verb root, which in some cases also takes a

suffix. Of these particles, be is the copulative and auxiliary

verb to be, which will be spoken of later in the chapter.

The particle ye is, in other Malinke languages, part of one

of the verbs to be, and ye in Mende, which shows some
Mandinka influences, is also one of the verbs to be. We
may therefore call these particles by the name of auxiliary

verbs. The particle which forms the Future tense, si, how-
ever, appears to be of a different origin. Bambara and
other Malinke languages form the Future by means of the

particle na, and it is possible that both this particle and
the Mandinka particle si are derived from the word sina,

one of the forms of to-morrow.

Examples of the use of the tenses of these verbs are

given below

:

a ye bungo dada he built the house.

a si bungo dada he will build the house.

a be bungo dadala he is building the house, or, he is

going to build the house.

n kattata tumameng, kuno tata when I approached, the

bird went.
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a tata sateoto nung he had gone to the town.

kuno be minto ? a tatele where is the bird ? It has gone.

mansa nata namanang, nge bungo dada nung before

the king came, I had built the house.

ali ku ke, warante al si boi bolongo konno you must
take care, or else you will fall into the river.

ntolu b'a (be a) demola we are hunting it.

nge jato je wullo konno I saw a lion in the bush,

y be ta, or y be tala they are going.

It should be noted that the verbs ta and na, go and come,

need not take the suffix -la in the Continuous Present and
Future tenses, and that their compounds do not take the

suffix, as m be bola sateoto, / am coming out of the town.

In Western Mandinka the verbs na and ta, and some other

verbs, are not found in the form m be naring, &c, though

this form is preferred in other Malilike dialects, such as

Jahanka.

There is a large class of verbs in Mandinka which may be

called Adjectival verbs, as, although they are true verbs

which conjugate, they qualify nouns and are used as

adjectives. The participles of these verbs form ordinary

adjectives, and their use is spoken of in more detail in the

next chapter. It will therefore be enough to give their

conjugation here:

Aspect. Tense.

Simple Present a jata it is dry

Past — —
Future a si ja it will be dry

Continuous Present a be jaring it is dry

Past a be jaring nung it used to be dry

Future a si ja it will be dry

Perfect Present a jatale it was dry

Past a jatale nung it has been dry

Future — —
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The Adjectival verbs can be used in any person, but as

their use in the third person singular is the commonest the

verb has been conjugated above with the third personal

pronoun singular. The suffix -ta which forms the Simple

Present tense when added to the root is also used with

Transitive verbs to form a Passive, as a dadata, it was

built. This will be referred to in a later chapter.

The Causative form of the verb in Mandinka may be

regarded as a separate verb, rather than an additional

voice, as it is classed in some West African languages. The
Causative verb is formed by the addition of the suffix -ndi

to the root of the verb from which it is derived, as lo, to

stand, londi, to place; kello, to fight, kellendi, to cause to

fight. The effect of the causative suffix is, in addition to

forming verbs such as kellendi, to turn Intransitive verbs

into Transitive verbs, as la, to lie down, landi, to lay down ;

wuli, to rise, wulindi, to lift up ; dimi, to hurt (intransitive),

dimindi, to hurt (transitive).

The conjugation of the Causative verbs is as follows:

ntele tillindi or

nge tillindi I straightened

n si tillindi I shall straighten

m be tillindi I am straightening

m be tillindi nung I used to straighten

ntele tiilindile or

nge tiilindile I straightened

ntele tillindi nung
or nge tilindi

nung I had straightened

Aspect
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tense, and the use of the full personal pronouns in the

Simple Past and Perfect Present tenses. These full per-

sonal pronouns may of course be used with any verbs, but

they are more usual with the Causative verbs than with

others, as they render the meaning clearer. Thus, a tillindi

means straighten it, while atele tillindi means he straight-

ened, and atele ya tillindi means he straightened it. If the

shortened form of the pronoun (ng ye: nge) is not used,

the auxiliary ye is elided into the full personal pronoun,,

which, however, does not show any change of form after

the elision.

Copulative and Auxiliary Verbs

The verb be is used both in an auxiliary and a copulative

manner, its use in the former way having been spoken of

already. It is used as a Copulative verb only when the

complement is an adverb or a noun in the locative, and it

may be used in a present, past, or future tense, the two
latter tenses being indicated by means of adverbs. Thus:

mo be jang the man is here.

dingo be bungo konno the child is in the house.

i be herato ? are you at peace ?

muso be sateoto the woman is in the town.
m be jang I am here.

When the complement to the predicate is a noun or

pronoun the Impersonal verb mu is used copulatively.

The emphatic suffix -le is usually affixed to the subject of

this verb, and the definitive suffix -ti to the complement,
as in the following examples

:

ntele mu it is I.

na bungole mu it is my house.

atele mu kellemoti or

atele mu kellemo he is a soldier.

ke mu it is a man (Kemu is a common Mandinka name).
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wo dingo mu mansa-dinketi that child is the king's

son.

In answering a question the subject and verb in such

sentences are sometimes omitted, as in na dingoleti, (it is)

my child. In such cases both the emphatic and the defini-

tive suffixes are added to the complement.

The verb mu is found only in the Present tense, but the

Future and Past tenses of the verb ke, to become, are used

in place of similar tenses which are lacking in mu,
The verb ke, to do, make, or put, is used copulatively with

the meaning of to become, and has the following forms

:

Present m be kela I am becoming, I am about to

become.

Future n si ke I shall become.

Past n keta I became.

In other Malinke dialects the following forms of the

Copulative and Auxiliary verbs are found: do, lo, ne, nde,

tara, tere ; as keo do, it is a man ; a tere kuntio, he is a chief.

The auxiliary verb kari, ka, does, do, is used in the same
way as in English, and has a definite and somewhat
habitual force, thus, n ka suo selle, I do ride a horse;

nying silo ka ta minto? where does this road go? The
object, if any, is inserted after the auxiliary, which itself

follows the subject of the sentence. Thus, a ka bungo
dada, he does build a house, almost has the force of 'he has

a habit of building a house'. Such constructions are not

greatly used except when a definite habitual action is

intended, but the auxiliary is used in the negative bika,

does not, and kana, do not (imperative) which are referred

to in the next section of the chapter.

Negatives

The Negative in Mandinka, as in many other West African
languages, is generally formed by an alteration in the verb
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itself, and where an auxiliary verb is needed to form a

tense this auxiliary changes its form to give the sentence

a negative meaning.

In English a negative sentence is often used in which the

negation is treated as an entity, for example, the sentence
' nobody is there '. No Mandinko, however, would use such

a sentence, which is contrary to the material facts, but he

would say 'a person is not there', thus negativing the

predicate, not the material subject. This method of treat-

ing the negative is also found in questions, which will be

referred to later in the chapter. The common expression,

tus te je, nothing is not there, appears at first sight to be

an exception to the above statement, but is not so in fact,

as here theword tus, nothing, is treated as a concrete object,

which is the reason for its being followed by the negative

verb te.

The negative of the Auxiliary and Copulative verb be is

te, which is used in a similar manner. Thus, a be dadala,

he is building, becomes a te dada, he is not building, and,

a b'a dadala, he is building it, becomes a t'a dada, he is

not building it Again, abejang, he is here; abeje, he is

there, become a te jang; a te je, he is not here, he is not there.

The suffix -la is usually dropped when the word to which

it is affixed follows a negative, but in the case of ta, go, and

na, come, it is sometimes retained, as in n te tala, / am not

going, I won't go.

The negative of the Future tense is also te, and in this

case the suffix -la is retained. Thus, a si bungo dada, he

will build the house, becomes a te bungo dadala, he will not

build the house; n si ta sinning, / shall go to-morrow be-

comes n te tala sinning, / shall not go to-morrow. In the

use of te as a negative more stress is put on the word than

on the similar uncontracted personal pronouns, nte, ite,

ate.

The negative of the Copulative verb mu is nte, which is
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used in a similar manner to the positive verb. Thus, atele

mu mansoti, he is the king, becomes atente mansoti, he is

not the king; na bungole mu, it is my house, becomes na

bungo nte, it is not my house.

The auxiliary ka, does, forms the negative in bika or

buka, does not, as ng ka to., I do go; m bika ta, / do not go.

With other tenses of the verb the negative mam, man,
mang, ma is used, according to the needs of euphony, and
is placed immediately after the subject of the sentence.

When this negative is used the suffix -ta is omitted in the

Simple Past and other tenses which otherwise require it.

Thus:

a burita he ran.

a mam buri he did not run.

a ye bungo dada he built the house.

a mam bungo dada he did not build the house.

a nyanta dokuo ke he ought to work.

a man nyang dokuo ke he ought not to work.

The negative of the Imperative is kana, do not, as kana
jelle, do not laugh; ali kana kelle, do (ye) not fight. It is

also used with the third personal pronoun with the meaning
of must not, as a kana kelle, he must not fight.

The Conditional Mood

The Conditional Mood is formed in Mandinka by means of

the adverbs ni, ning, if, and fo, that, used with certain

tenses of the verb.

The Present Conditional is formed by ni or ning followed

by the Simple Past tense :

ni nga tara if I meet him.

ni nge bungo dada if I build the house.

The Past Conditional is formed by ni or ning followed by
The Perfect Present tense

:

ni ng tatale if I went.
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The Future Conditional is formed by ni or ning followed

by the Continuous Present tense

:

ni a be na if he will go, if he is going.

ni i be wo kela if you are going to do that.

Ni can also imply 'when' in a conditional sense if it is

used with the Simple Past tense and followed by a

principal sentence in the Simple Future, as

:

ni n nata, n si wo ke when I come I will do that.

ni a wo ke, molu si buri when he did that, people ran

(or run).

Ning may be used instead of ni, but it is apt to be con-

fused with ning, and. It is used for the sake of euphony in

such sentences as ning mo ye wo ke, if any one has done it.

Contractions and elisions are very common in the use of

ni, and would in practice take place in several of the

examples given above.

Thus,

ni nga tara would become ning a tara.

ni nge bungo dada „ ,, ningyebungodada.
ni ng tatale „ „ ning tatale, &c.

and ni a tata would contract to n'a tata.

Fo, that, so that, followed by the Simple Future, expresses

a condition or wish, as

:

foas'a ke that he would do it.

The Past Conditional is formed by the addition of nung
to the Simple Future tense, as :

ns'ake nung I would have done it.

As will be seen from the forms of what is here called the

Conditional Mood, no change occurs in the verb in its

formation, but the adverbs ni, ning, or fo are used with
certain tenses. The name 'Conditional Mood' is therefore

really a 'courtesy title' only, which is used for the sake

of convenience.
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Imperative Mood

Though the Imperative should strictly be confined to the

second persons singular and plural, in this section the

quasi-imperatives of the first and third persons, which are

similar in form to the Imperative proper, are also con-

sidered. It has also been found convenient to deal with

a few verbs of volition in the same section.

The Imperative proper is expressed in two ways, the first

of which is formed from the simple root of the verb. In the

singular no personal pronoun is used, but in the plural it

should be inserted

:

buri run ali buri (you) run.

si sit down ali si (you) sit down.
wo ke do that ali wo ke (you) do that.

The second means of expressing the Imperative is by the

use of the Simple Future of the verb, as:

i si ta go al si ta (you) go.

This form of Imperative is not so strong as that expressed

by the root of the verb, and is a more polite way of giving

commands.
The Simple Future is also used for expressing what may

be termed the Third Personal Imperative in such sentences

as 'let him do it', where 'let
5

has rather the force of 'he

must ' or ' he shall ' than of 'permit \ Thus

:

a s 'a ke let him do it,

y s'a dada let them build it.

Expressions of permission and duty may also, for the

sake of convenience, be included in this section.

Taking the sentence 'let me build the house', this may
be expressed in three ways

:

munya nge bungo dada, i.e. stop till I build the house,

m bula nge bungo dada leaveme till I build the house,

a tu nge bungo dada leave it till I build the house.
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There is another expression in common use, which

implies exhortation, and is used in such expressions as

'let us go \ This is in the form

:

nga ta let me go,

but the plural is more generally used, as

:

alinga ta let us go,

alinga salle let us pray.

The expression in the plural is a contraction of al ning

nge ta, you and I, let us go. The construction appears only

to be used with Intransitive verbs, and to be a use with

these verbs of the auxiliary ye, which generally is used only

with the Transitive verbs, i.e. nga appears to be an elision

of ng ye.

Should, or ought, is expressed by nyanta, as:

i nyanta burila you ought to run.

a si nyang ta he must go, it will be his duty to go.

a man nyang na he ought not to come.

al nyanta tambila you ought to pass.

The Passive Voice

There is in Mandinka a regular passive form of the

verb, which, however, is incomplete, and is found only

in the Simple Past, Perfect Past, and Perfect Present

tenses.

This is formed by the addition of the suffix -ta to the

root of the Transitive verb. (It will be remembered that

only the Intransitive verbs form their Simple Past by the

addition of -ta,) The effect of this suffix is to give to the

Transitive verb somewhat of the force of a verb of condition,

and to describe the condition of the subject of the sentence.

Thus from fai, to throw, we obtain a fai, he threw, and by
adding the suffix, a faita, it was thrown, a faitale it has

been thrown, and a faitale nung, it had been thrown. The
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Simple Past tense is that most commonly need in this

construction, but the Perfect Present and Past tenses are

also used in this form of the passive. Other examplesmay be

quoted, as, bungo mem dadata, the house which was built
;

dingo busata, the child was struck.

This form expresses only the simple passive state of the

verb with reference to the subject, and if it is desired to

express action by an agent on the subject it is necessary to

invert the sentence so that the former subject becomes the

object and the former agent the subject. Thus the sentence,

the man was bitten by the dog, would be expressed as wulo ye

mo ching, the dog bit the man.

An indefinite passive form is also found in the use of the

contracted third personal pronoun plural, y, as an indefinite

pronoun similar to the French on. So y'a busa, they

struck him, can be understood as 'he was struck'.

Compound Verbs

As will have been noted already, many words in Mandinka
are compound in the sense that they are composed of a root

word to which a suffix has been added, as, for example,

kellendi, to cause to fight. But in addition to these words,

verbs which may be called compound are often used in

order to give greater emphasis to the sentence. One
method of forming these verbs is by means of the gerund

or verbal noun with the verb ke, to do: so, faro ke, to do

killing, or murder; kelloro ke, to do fighting, or make war;

safero ke, to write, &c.

Another form of Compound verb is used in some districts

of the Gambia, particularly Baddibu, to give greater

strength to an Adjectival verb. This is formed by the

insertion of ba (great) between the verb root and the suffix

-ta, as : bette, to be good, a betteata, it is good, a betteabata,

it is very good ; kulia to be heavy, a kuliabata, it is very

heavy.
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Questions

Many questions are of course introduced by means of the

interrogative pronouns and adverbs, which will be men-

tioned in a later chapter, and do not need any comment
here. A few examples may, however, be given

:

jumale mu? who is it ?

i lafita munnela ? what do you want ?

Sefo tata muntuma? when did the Chief go ?

i bota minto ? where have you come from ?

The particle ba or bang is also used to express interroga-

tion, and is usually affixed to the verb, and comes last in

the sentence, as, a be tala bang? is he going? ye nying

ke ba ? did you do this ?

The question is marked in Mandinka, as in English, by
the tone of voice, and often the interrogative particle is

omitted, especially in short sentences where no confusion

can arise, as

:

a tata he has gone (statement).

a tata? has he gone ? (question).

It is convenient, when writing questions in Mandinka, to

use a note of interrogation as when writing English.

In the section of this chapter which deals with the nega-

tive it is stated that in Mandinka it is the sentence which

is negatived, and never the subject of the sentence. Thus,

instead of saying 'nobody is there', a Mandinko will say

'somebody is not there', or 'a person is not there'. The
same method of thought is found in answering negative

questions, in which the question itself is answered, and
attention is directed first of all to the questioner, and
secondly to the matter referred to by him. In the examples

given below the questions are directed as to whether there

is a man in a particular house.
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(i) If there is no one in the house

:

mo te je? no one is ha, mo te je. Yes, no one is

there ? there,

mo be je? is any one hani, mo te je. No, no one is

there ? there.

(ii) If there is some one in the house

:

mo te je? no one is hani, mo be je. No, some one is

there ? there.

mo be je? is any one ha, mo be je. Yes, some one

there ? is there.

If the answer is made in one word only—yes, or no—
and it is not understood that a reply is being made to the

question itself, rather than to the facts referred to in the

question, it is very easy for the interlocutor to understand

exactly the opposite of what is meant. In the first sentence,

for example, the interlocutor implies that he thinks that

there is no one in the house, and the other, in reply, answers

'yes', informing him that he is right in his surmise.



Chapter III

THE ADJECTIVE
Words which are genuinely adjectives are not common in

Mandinka, there being in fact four only : ha, great ; domand-
ing, small; jama, many, and bey, all. All other words
which are used as adjectives, and may be treated as such,

are either parts of verbs, or nouns with adjectival suffixes

affixed. It is probably only comparatively recently that

the four Mandinka adjectives become so in fact, as it may
be believed that originally these words were also actually

verbs.

In a simple state of society there is undoubtedly a

tendency to use adjectives only to a small extent, as is

illustrated by the speech of the lower classes in England,

where one word does duty for qualifications of many
different meanings.

As has been mentioned in the Preface, West African

languages are generally of a materialistic nature in which
only facts are regarded, and, as might be expected, in these

languages there is not the desire or the means of convey-

ing nice degrees of qualification. An example of this is the

lack of accurate degrees of comparison in Mandinka, as in

most West African languages. Another example of the

materialistic limits of Mandinka in respect of the use of

adjectives is illustrated by the lack of words expressing

colour. It might be thought that with the numerous
colours found in West Africa words would have been
developed capable of expressing them, but this is far from
being the fact. There is a word for blacky fino; for white,

koiring; and for red, wuleringo; but black also includes

dark blue and green, and red includes yellow and brown.
The word for 'white' is often used to mean clean, and the

verb koindi, to whiten, is also used in the sense of ' to clean \
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The words for ' black \ 'white', and 'red' are often quali-

fied by the adjective domanding, little, to express other

colours, as wuleringo domanding, brown. As the needs of

advancing civilization required, words for other colours

have, however, been developed ; some compound Mandinka
words, such as jambo-jio, green (leaf-water), and others,

Mandinkoized English words, as buluo, blue; but these

words would only be used by Mandinkos who had come
into contact with Western civilization. The above explana-
tion of adjectives describing colours may appear to be out
of place, but it well illustrates the lack of adjectives in the
Mandinka language.

It has been stated earlier in the chapter that the Man-
dinka adjective is in reality a verb or part of a verb, or a
noun with a suffix affixed. Though this is so, and the verbal

adjectives in Mandinka may be conjugated fully, as was
shown in the previous chapter dealing with verbs, yet in

speech the words used as adjectives may be regarded as

such.

The participles of most Mandinka verbs are used as

adjectives, as fittiringo, clean (cleaned), from fitte to clean,

sweep, but most adjectives are formed from a special class

of adjectival verbs, or verbs of condition, which have in

themselves an adjectival force. Examples of such verbs

are sia, to be plenty, fissia, to be better; jangia, to be long;

dia, to be sweet, &c.

It is probable that those words which have been men-

tioned as true adjectives were originally similar adjectival

verbs, but that the adjectival (participial) termination has

been abandoned as being cumbersome in constant use.

The words referred to cannot now be conjugated, as can

all other adjectives, and it is this which is the test as to

whether a word is a verb or a true adjective. Some verbs

appear even now to be going through a process of change

into adjectives, as the participles are used as much without
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the termination -ring as they are with it, as jow or jowar-

ing, bad ; fino, black ; nyina^ne ; bette, good. But as these

words can all be conjugated they have not yet become true

adjectives.

It would appear that the use of the participial form -ring

as an adjective is of fairly recent date, e.g. wallo siaring

be jang, plenty of bush fowl are here, and that in the

original form the adjectival verb was used in its verbal

sense, as wallolu be jang, a siata, bush fowl are here, they

are plenty. Again, nying mo betteata, this man is good, is

even now preferred to nyinne mu mo betteti, this is a
good man.

The form with the pronoun inserted, as nying mo a

betteata, this man, he is good, is not used except for

emphasis or if several subjects are grouped together by
means of a conjunction.

The adjective follows the noun to which it refers, as

ke bette, a good man, and in the plural sentence the adjec-

tive only takes the plural suffix, as ke bettoiu, good men.

In following the noun which it qualifies the adjective

therefore keeps the same position as it is in when it is, in

fact, an adjectival verb, as the verb always comes after its

subject in the sentence.

The adjectives of quantity do not take the plural suffix,

as nye jama, many fishes, but bey, all, requires the noun
which it qualifies to take the plural, as molu bey, all

people.

In the case of a noun used as an adjective, as in ne muro,
a,n iron knife, the noun acting as an adjective is placed

first, thus reversing the ordinary rule as to the position of

adjectives, and in the plural the last word of the phrase

takes the suffix, as yiri kulungolu, wooden boats.

It has been stated above that the words which are

actually used as adjectives may to all intents and purposes

be treated as adjectives, and will be called such.
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Adjectives may be formed by the affixing of suffixes to

verbs or to nouns. The participle of many verbs may be
used as an adjective, but most adjectives are formed from
the special class of adjectival verbs, which has been
referred to before.

(i) Formation of Adjectives from Verbs. The suffix -ring,

-ding, with or without a terminal -o, forms the participle

of the verb, as konko, to be hungry, konkoring, hungry;
mindo, to thirst, mindoring, thirsty. In some words the i

vowel of the suffix changes to u for the sake of euphony
after a similar vowel in the verb root, as tenkung, quiet,

tenkundung, quiet.

It will be noticed that the form of the suffix is nearly the
same as that of the diminutive suffix affixed to nouns.
The idea behind the use of this suffix as affixed to the verb
appears to be very similar to that of the diminutive suffix,

and seems to imply that a small amount of the general

action of the verb is attached to the new word which is

formed by the suffix.

Examples of the formation of adjectives from adjectival

verbs are:

finke
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-ntang to a noun or verb root, as hakilo, wisdom, hakili-

ntang,foolish ; dino, to be deep, dinontang, shallow ; nunku,

to smooth, nunkuntang, rough; baraka, to bless, baraka-

ntang, accursed. The suffix -balia, -bale is also sometimes

used as a suffix of privation, as hakilobale, foolish.

Comparison

There are no degrees of comparison of Mandinka adjectives,

owing to these being for the most part verbs, and as there

is also no word for than, a circumlocution is necessary when
it is desired to express the idea of comparison. The verb

fissia, to be better, is often used for the purpose of expressing

a comparison, and though it also has the meaning of 'to be

better after an illness ' it implies ageneral idea of superiority,

as in the example, nying fissiata woti, this is better than

that, (The suffix «ti, affixed to wo, that, will be mentioned
later in this chapter.)

A regular form of comparison is, however, found, as in

the example, keole finta musoti, the man is blacker than

the woman. Here, the suffix -le to keo is merely an
emphatic and euphonic suffix mentioned later in this

chapter, but the suffix -ti to muso is probably a contrac-

tion of the suffix -tio, master, and the construction appears

to have the force of 'as for the man, (he) is black, (he is)

the master of the woman'. This is supported by another

construction used for indicating comparison, which is in

the form of wulole warata sangoti, waraya kamma, the

dog is larger than the hare, i.e. as for the dog (he) is large,

(he is) the master of the hare, on account of size. It

appears probable that the first form of expressing com-
parison is actually a shortened form of the above.

Another method of expressing comparison is by means
of the verb tambi, to pass, as nyinnung tiolu siata, a tam-
bita serunti, this year the groundnuts are plenty, they pass
last year.
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It has already been stated that adjectives in Mandinka
follow the noun which they qualify, and that in the plural

it is the adjective which takes the plural suffix, as mo
bettolu, good men. Where a numeral is used with another
adjective it follows the noun, as mo sabba bettolu, three

good men. But numerals and the distributives jama, many,
and bey, all, do not take the plural suffix, so, nye jama,
many fishes; muso nani, four ivomen. Bey, all, however,
follows a plural noun, as molu bey, all people.

Earlier in this chapter the adjective-forming suffixes

have been described and illustrated. There is another

class of suffixes, which it is convenient to include in this

chapter, though it does not actually form adjectives.

These are the suffixes of Determination or Emphasis, and
with them is included a euphonic or liquid suffix.

The affixing of -le to a word gives stress to it, and is in

common use before the impersonal verb to be, mu. Thus
ntele mu, it is I, and na suole mu, it is my horse. The
force of the expression in English appears to be, 'I it is',

'my horse it is
5

. This suffix is often used where there does

not appear to be any need for emphasis, and it is generally

in such a case inserted for the sake of euphony. Thus, in

the sentence wo mo ye ding lulule sotto, that man has five

children, the suffix which is affixed to lulu, though it draws
attention to the fact that it is five children that the man
has, as opposed to the fact that he has some children, is

used rather for the sake of euphony, and softens down the

harsh and abrupt sound of the sentence wo mo ye ding

lulu sotto.

Another suffix of Determination, which is used in sen-

tences defining or pointing out a thing or person, is -ti.

Thus atele mu mansoti, he is the king; jumale mu?
mansa-dingoti, who is it? the king's son.

These two suffixes are sometimes used together, as, for

example, in the reply to the question 'whose child is it ?'

d
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when the answer might be in the form na dingoleti, (it is)

my child. Here the suffix -le is affixed, together with the

definitive suffix -ti, and the expression is shorter than the

full sentence atele mu na dingoti.
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THE PRONOUN
The personal pronouns in Mandinka are used as either

subject or object of the verb, and do not, as is common
amongst West African languages, inflect to show the

objective case. There is, however, found in certain persons

what may be called a verbal form of the personal pronoun,

though this is actually formed from an elision of the

pronoun and an auxiliary verb. Possessive and reflexive

forms of the personal pronouns are also used.

The personal pronouns in Mandinka are as follows

:

Singular.

1st person nte contracted to n, m, ng I

2nd ,, ite
,, „ i thou

3rd ,, ate ,, ,, a he

Plural.

1st person ntelu or ntolu we
2nd „ altelu or altolu contracted to al you
3rd „ ytelu or ytolu

,, ,, y they

It is interesting to compare the plural forms of these

personal pronouns with those of the other Malinke lan-

guages such as Bambara and Eastern Malinke. In these

the plural is found in the form nelu, ilu, alu: that is, the

plural of the personal pronouns is formed by the addition

to the singular form of the plural suffix -lu. (In other

dialects the same use is found with the plural suffixes -ru,

-nu.) In the Mandinka spoken in the Gambia, however,
though the first person plural appears to have been
formed by the addition of the plural suffix to the singular,

the second and third persons appear to have been trans-

posed in the plural.
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At first sight it does not appear possible that the first

personal pronoun in the singular with the plural suffix

added should become the first personal pronoun plural, as

'Iandl\ or 'IV is not the same as 'we'. But if the sugges-

tion, originating with Koelle, is accepted, that the plural

suffix was originally a form of the third person plural, this

difficulty no longer exists, as 'I and they' equally well

expresses 'we'; 'thou and they', 'you'; and 'he and

they', 'they'. In the last case there would be a redupli-

cated plural, but this is not uncommon in any language, as,

for example, in the English word brethren.

A theory which might account for the apparent trans-

position of the second and third personal pronouns in the

plural is the suggestion that the third person plural in the

Mandinka of the Gambia is the same word as the third

person plural in Susu, which is i, to which the plural suffix

has been added as in the first personal pronoun. This

theory is supported by the fact that in all Malinke dialects

an indefinite pronoun i or y is used in a similar manner to

the French 'on', they. It is probable that this indefinite

pronoun is derived from the Susu third personal pronoun

plural, and it is interesting to note that i is also the plural

suffix in Susu.

The contracted form of the personal pronouns is more

general, the full form being used for the sake of emphasis

or euphony. The various forms of the first personal pro-

noun are used in accordance with the needs of euphony:

before a word beginning with a vowel or an 1 the form ng

is used ; before b the form m is used ; and n is used before

other consonants.

A different form of pronoun is used in the first and

second persons singular and the first and third persons

plural before Transitive verbs in the Simple Past tense,

when the auxiliary ye elides with the pronoun and the

following form is found:
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nge bungo dada I built the house (contracted

from ng ye).

ie bungo dada thou built the house (con-

tracted from i ye).

a ye bungo dada he built the house.

ntolu' nge bungo dada we built the house.

al ye bungo dada you built the house.

ye bungo dada they built the house.

The second person singular and the third person plural are

pronounced the same way, but are written differently in

order to avoid confusion.

But in such sentences as ng'a busa, / struck him, the

auxiliary ye is omitted, except where it is necessary for the

sake of clearness, as a y'a busa, he struck him. Other

examples are:

a'm busa he struck me.

al'y busa you struck them.

It will be noticed that it is usual to find two pronouns

together, the first of which is the subject of the sentence,

the object being placed immediately before the verb. In

speech the pronouns are pronounced as one syllable.

Possessive Pronouns

The personal pronouns may be used with the suffix -la as

ntela-bungo, my house (pronounced nte labungo), in

order to show possession, but the following contracted

form of possessive pronoun is in more common use, the

full form being generally reserved for the expression of

emphasis

:

Singular.

1st person na my
2nd ,, ila thy

3rd „ ala his
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Examples of the use of the reflexive pronouns are

:

ye ifang dimindi bang ? have you hurt yourself ?

a lafita afang nundila he wants to hide himself.

The form of the reflexive pronoun given above may also be

used as the subject of a sentence in order to give greater

emphasis than can be given by the full personal pronoun

nte, &c, as,

ifang a muta take it thyself.

Demonstrative Pronouns

There are only two demonstrative pronouns proper in

Mandinka

:

nying this nyingolu these

wo that wolu those.

Nying is very often used with the definitive suffix -ti affixed

as nyinti. These two pronouns may be used both as adjec-

tives and as pronouns, and when used as adjectives they

precede the noun to which they refer. Thus

:

nyingolu natale these have come.

munne mu nyinti? what is this?

wo mole mu mansoti that man is the king.

wole mu nyinti that is this (i.e. that is it).

The numeral killing, one, is also used in the manner of a

demonstrative pronoun with the terminal -o affixed, as:

killingo ta take one (that one).

Interrogative Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns in Mandinka are

:

juma? who?
mun? what?
jellu? how much ? or how many ?

Examples

:

jumale mu nyinti? who is this ?
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munne mu? what is it ? (contracted from

mun-le).

wo mo munneti? what man is that ?

mo jellu? how many men ?

talang jellu? what time is it ? (literally, 'how

many bells?')

wo sajio jellu? how much is that sheep ?

The interrogative particle di may conveniently be men-

tioned here. It is used in such expressions as: itondi? what

is your name ? (i to, your name) ; a ko di? what did he say ?

dokuo be di? how is the work?

Indefinite Pronouns

Indefinite pronouns are formed in Mandinka by repeating

the word of which it is desired to express an indefinite

quantity, with o inserted. Thus from meng, who, what, we
obtain meng-o-men&, whosoever, whatsoever ; similarly, mo-
o-mo, any man, whoever; feng-o-feng, any thing, whatever,

everything ; si-o-si, every, any. Any noun may be treated in

a similar manner when it obtains the indefinite meaning of

'any' or 'every ', so sate-o-sateo, every town, any town ;yiro-

o-yiro, every tree.

The plural molu, people, is also used as an indefinite pro-

noun meaning people generally, and the third person plural

of the personal pronoun, y, which has already been noticed,

has also an indefinite meaning.

Another word which is used as an indefinite pronoun is

the adjective do, some, other, which has the meaning of
' some ',

' the one ',
' the other ', when used as a pronoun. Thus

:

dolu tata, dolu meta sateo konno some went, some
stayed in the town.

Relative Pronouns

The relative pronoun is men, mem, meng, or ming, who,

which, the different forms being used in accordance with the
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needs of euphony. The pronoun does not inflect to show
case, which is indicated only by its position in the sentence,

but the plural form is found as menolu or mennu (the 1 of

the plural suffix here elides with the n or ng of the pronoun).
The relative pronouns can be used in three ways : as the

subject of a clause ; as the object of a clause ; and as the

dative after verbs of motion, rest, wishing, giving, &c. In
each case the pronoun is used in the same way as the noun
would have been, and in the third case takes the same suffix

as would the noun. Thus:

Relative pronoun as subject of clause

:

dano meng ye jato fa the hunter who killed the lion.

mo meng tata bungoto the man who went to the house.

In these sentences the relative precedes the verb in its

clause, and if there is an auxiliary or a subject these follow

the relative, in the same way in which they follow the noun-
subject of a sentence.

Relative pronoun as object of clause:

wo dingo a meng kannu the child whom he loved.

nge molu tara, nge meng je nung I met the people

whom I saw before,

or nge molu mennu je nung, nga tara je the people

whom I saw before, I met them there.

Here the relative is placed between the subject and the

verb, in the usual position for the object of the sentence.

Relative pronoun as the dative after certain verbs

:

n fututa wo sateo mengto that town which I reached.

a sita wo bungo mengto that house at which he sat.

a molu je, a bunya di mennula (mengolula) he saw
the people to whom he gave the present.

In these sentences the pronoun also takes the position of the

noun in a similar sentence, together with the dative suffix.
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THE INFINITIVE, GERUND, AND PARTICIPLE

Infinitive

The root of the Mandinka verb forms the infinitive, as

:

kello to fight.

dada to build, make.

buri to run.

The infinitive is not used a great deal in Mandinka, and its

commonest use is after the verb lafita, to want (the object

of which takes the dative suffix -la), as a lafita kellela, he

wants to fight ; and after verbs of motion. In the latter case,

however, the meaning is not the same as that of the infinitive

after verbs of motion in English, e.g. he went to buy a horse.

Thus, a tata suo wafi has the sense rather of 'he went and

bought a horse' than of 'he went to buy a horse', and

implies that the time expressed in the infinitive is the same

as that of the principal verb, rather than that the infinitive

expresses an intention still in the future. In order to say ' he

went to buy a horse ' the expression a tata, a be suo wafila,

he went, he is to buy a horse, must be used. The infinitive is,

however, often used after verbs of motion to express pur-

pose, when it has the suffix -la affixed, as a tata domola, he

went to eat.

Similarly, furingolu meng natale, y be jellela nung, y
meta, y be salola, fools who came to scoff remained to pray

(literally, 'fools who came, they were to scoff, they re-

mained, they are to pray'). If the infinitive were used, as

furingolu meng nata jelle, y meta salo, the meaning would

be fools who came and scoffed remained and prayed.

The infinitive can also be used as the object of a sentence

as a ye kello kannu, he likes to fight, but the gerund or

verbal noun is more commonly used in this sense.
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Gerund

The Mandinka verb has a gerund or verbal noun, which may
be used as a subject, object, or complement of the verb.

Thus:

dokuolo mu salero working is praying.

nge tamataro kannu I like walking.

The gerund is also used in the circumlocutory construction

which is often used in the place of adverbs of manner, as

ala buriro tariata, he runs quickly (literally, 'his running

is quick').

Participles

There is one participle in Mandinka, which is formed by the

addition of -ring (and its variations -ringo, -ding) to the

root of the verb. The Mandinka participle is used in an

adjectival manner, and is not used in a predicative sense, as

in the English sentence, ' a man swimming in the river saw
a crocodile', and such a sentence would be expressed in

Mandinka by two co-ordinate independent clauses, as
e

a

man was swimming in the river, he saw a crocodile'. The
participle is, however, used with the auxiliary verb be to

form a continuous tense in Intransitive and Adjectival

verbs, as m be boiring, / am falling.

The participle in Mandinka can be either present or past,

according to the idea contained in it. Thus, nge bung fit-

taringo je, / saw a clean (or, swept) house, contains a past or

passive participle, while in mo konkoring be jang, a hungry

man is here, the participle is in the present or active form.
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THE ADVERB
Mandinka differs from many other West African languages

in that it possesses a considerable number of adverbs, which

may be used to form subordinate sentences in a similar

manner to those used in the English language. Adverbs of

place and time are common, the former holding the priority

of origin, many having originally been prepositions, and

later having come to be used as adverbs. Most Mandinka
adverbs are of a compound nature, and usually the root

word from which the adverb has been derived is a noun
denoting some physical feature which could be used to

indicate the locality of an object. Examples of this deriva-

tion maybe found in the word santo , up, derivedfrom sango ,

sky, with the locative suffix -to; nyato, infront, before, from

nya, eye, with -to. Koma, behind, is derived from ko,

back, with the adjectival suffix -ma affixed.

The derivation of the adverbs of place, here and there, is in

most languages difficult to discover, and these adverbs in

Mandinka form no exception. Here in Mandinka is jang or

janne, and there is je. The derivation of the latter may be

found in the fact that the word for see is also je, and the

adverb je, there, is generally used in connexion with some
object which is not far away, usually within pointing dis-

tance. This fact appears to support the suggestion that the

adverb may be derived from the verb. The derivation of

jang, here, is more obscure, but theremay besome connexion

between the second part of the word and the first personal

pronoun ng, and between the first part of the word and
either je, see, or je, there.

Adverbs of manner are not in very common use in

Mandinka, and a circumlocution is generally used when it is

desired to express the manner in which an action is per-
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formed, in which the corresponding adjective is used. Thus,

'he builds the house strongly' would be expressed as

ala bung-dadaro bambanta, his house-building is strong;

and 'you danced well' would be al dongoro betteatale,

your dancing was good.

There are, however, a few adverbs of manner, such as

kendike, well, and it is possible to construct these adverbs

by the addition of the suffix -rinke or -dinke to an adjec-

tival verb. Thus tariarinke means quickly, bambandinke
strongly , &c. The derivation of this form of adverb is the

addition of ke, to do, to the adjective, and the literal meaning

of a burita tariarinke, he ran quickly, is 'he ran, making
(or doing) hurrying'. This method of forming adverbs of

manner is not, however, very much used, and the use of the

circumlocution employing the verbal noun is generally

preferred.

There are a considerable number of adverbs of place

which are given below

:

jang, janne, nang, here.

je, there.

minto ? sometimes contracted to ming? or min? tvhere?

duma, down, derived from dugu,s^7(Malinke),and -ma,
adjectival suffix.

santo, up, from sango, sky, and -to, locative suffix.

koma, behind, from ko, back, and -ma,
nyato, in front, before, from nya, eye, and -to.

foloto, first, from folo, first (adjective), and -to.

labangoto, last, from labango, last (adjective), and -to.

jamfajang, far away, from jamfa, to be distant, and jang,

here.

janding, as far as, from jang, here.

bako, across, on the other side, from ba, river, and ko,

back.

dulameng, dulamenna, where, from dula, place; men,
which, and -la.
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darning, where, contracted from dulameng.

jamenna, whereabouts, from je, there ; a, it ; meng, which
;

-la, at,

nyinto, herein, from nying, this, and -to.

le? where? (indefinite).

The following are the adverbs of time

:

juna, early,

nung, before.

sain, saing, now, soon,

saing-saing, immediately.

kola, after, from ko, back, and -la, at.

tung, again.

namanna, namanang, before (conjunctival).

tumo-o-tumo, always (reduplicated form of tumo, time),

abada, ever (from the Arabic).

wotumo, wotumoto, then, from wo, that; tumo, time;

-to, at.

wojamana, then, from wo, that; jamana, a time.

jamanemenna, jamamenna, whilst; jamana, a time;

men, that ; na= la, at.

tumamenna, tumameng, when, from tumo, time ; meng,
that ; na, at.

muntuma? when? from mun? what?; tumo, time,

nyameng, when, from nya, manner; meng, which,

somanda, somala, in the morning, from soma, morning;

da, opening; -la, at.

bi, to-day.

kunun, yesterday.

sinning, or soma, to-morrow,

kununko, the day before yesterday, literally 'behind

yesterday
5

.

kununkoba, three days ago, literally 'the great behind

yesterday'.

kununkoba kotto, four days ago (kotto, behind).
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kununkobakottoba,^e days ago, and so on.

sinninding, the day after to-morrow, literally 'the child of

to-morrow 5

.

sinnindinko, the next day but two, &c, and so on.

nyinnung, this year.

sirrung, last year, with sirrunko, sirrunkoba, &c.

jari, next year, with jariko, jarikoba, &c.

The other adverbs, those of manner, degree, interroga-

tion, and those of affirmation and negation, have been
placed in one group for convenience, as they are compara-
tively few in number.

ni, ning, if, when.

kendike, well, from kendi, to be well ; ke, to do.

wonyama, in like manner ; wo, that ; nya, manner ; -ma,
adjectival suffix.

fana, also, together,

wokang, besides; wo, that; kang, upon.

kotenke, again, more; ko, bach; tung, again; ke, to do,

baki, much; ba, great ; ke, to do.

hali, very much. (A Malinke word sometimes used in the

Eastern Gambia).

muneatinna? why? mun, munne? what? a tinna, he

ca,uses.

nyadi? how? nya, manner, di? interrogative particle.

mumeke, very much, altogether.

cheo, cheo-cheo, tik-tih, lyow, mume-mume, alto-

gether.

woleatinna, therefore.

jelu ? how many ?

ha, hadi, ha-he, yeo, ye, yes. (ha-he is really Jahanka,
but is used by many Mandinkos).

hani, haniko, a-a, no.

doto, not at all.

tus, nothing.
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hanifeng, nothing.

fente, nothing.

tonya, certainly.

The Mandinkos (and other peoples in the Gambia) also

use a click of the tongue to indicate 'yes
5

, though this is

not regarded as good manners by the best people.



Chapter VII

THE PREPOSITION

The common definition of a preposition is that it is a word
which shows the relation between one thing or another, or

between a thing and an action, and joins together in the

sentence the words representing the things or actions. A
conjunction, on the other hand, joins together words with-

out affecting their relationship.

The Mandinka language is similar to European languages

in respect to the nature and uses of the preposition, which

may be regarded as an individual part of speech, used in a

regular way, though most prepositions are in fact derived

from nouns and are very often found in the original form

of the noun from which they are derived. In many cases,

also, adverbs and prepositions are found in the same form,

which may be used as either part of speech.

There is, in fact, a certain similarity of form between

such phrases as bung-da, house door, and bungo konno,

inside the house: as konno, belly, the noun, and konno,

inside, the preposition, are the same word. Originally

bungo konno might be regarded as a compound noun
similar to bung-ballo, the wall of the house. One literally

means the 'house-belly ' , theother the *house-skin ' . Mostpre-
positions are derived in similar ways, but it may be stated

that they are now definite prepositions, and are regarded

as such, as they are used in a regular prepositional form. In

accordance with their derivation they follow the noun
which they govern, and should therefore strictly be called

postpositions, though for the sake of convenience the more
usual name will be used in this chapter.

A few prepositions are derived from verbs, but the

greater numbers were originally words denoting some part

of the body or some natural feature which could be used

as a standard of position.

E
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The case-suffixes, which have been mentioned in Chapter

I, also indicate rest at, motion to or from, &c.

The following is a list of Mandinka prepositions

:

konno, in, inside, from konno, belly.

kang, upon, from kungo, head; also means at, towards.

koma, behind, from ko, back.

kola, after, from ko, back.

tema, between, from te, tei, to cut off.

temato, in the midst.

kura, about.

kula, concerning, from kuo, a matter, business.

santo, on top, from sango, sky.

duma, below, under, from dugu (Eastern Malinke), earth.

nyato, before, from nya, eye.

koto, under, near, beside.

fo, as far as.

kamma, because of (the noun governed by kamma
usually affixes -la).

kartu, because, on account of.

mafang, beside (used with personal pronouns).

dala, beside.

bring, kabring, since, from.

The conjunction aning, ning is used as a preposition

meaning with, as in the sentences, keo bota sateoto aning

muso, the man left the town with the woman ; dingo ye wulo
busa aning yiro, the boy hit the dog with a stick. The
explanation of the first of these sentences is easily seen, as

owing to the lack of a regular preposition meaning with it

is quite clear to say 'the man left the town, and the

woman 5

, the inference being that the two of them left the

town together. The explanation of the second sentence

appears to be that the use of aning in such a sentence is

later than that of the first sentence, and that it is used by
an analogy in the later sense. The instrument is, however,
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often put in the dative, as a ye keo barama berola, he

wounded the man with a stone.

As will be seen, there are many prepositions which will

indicate rest at or motion to a place. When the question

of motion from a place arises, however, its expression is

not so easy. Usually, however, the idea of the motion

which it is required to convey is expressed in the verb

itself, as, for instance, bo, to go out of, sei, to return to. With
these verbs the preposition konno is sometimes used, as in

m be sella na suo konno, / am going to return to my place

;

and the locative suffix -to is used, as a bota sateoto, he left

the town, he came out of the town. But when the name of a

place is mentioned in connexion with movement to or from

or rest at a place, no preposition or suffix is used. Thus,

a be ta Sabiji, he is going to Sabiji ; a bota Banjulo, he

came from Bathurst, a be siring Basse, he is staying in

Basse,

But in expressing motion from, where any ambiguity

might arise, the preposition kabring, from, since, in con-

sequence of, is used, as mansa nata kabring tilibo, the king

came from the east. But where it is desired to express a
sentence such as 'he went from Bathurst to Sukuta' it is

necessary to say, a bota Banjulo fo ka ta Sukuta, he came
out of Bathurst as far as Sukuta. Or the sentence could be
expressed as, a bota Banjulo, a tata (or a fututa) Sukuta,

he went out of Bathurst, he went to (or, he reached) Sukuta.

In order to say, 'take it from him ' the suffix -to is used, as

in the sentence wo bondi ala buloto, literally, take that out

of his hand, or wo ta ala buloto which has the same mean-
ing (ta, here means take).

It has already been noticed that the possessive in Man-
dinka is formed by the suffix -la to the possessor, and
there is therefore no preposition having the meaning of

'of ', as its place is taken by the suffix, which is a contrac-

tion of the possessive pronoun.
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THE CONJUNCTION AND INTERJECTION

(i) Conjunctions

Conjunctions in the Mandinka language may be divided

into two classes ; those which join words and phrases, and
those which are used for connecting sentences.

Of the first class, aning, ning, and, is in common use,

but it is used only for the joining together of words or

phrases, never for the joining of sentences. Thus, Brima
aning Momadou tatale, Brima and Momadouhave gone,

is correct, but the sentence Brima tata aning Momadou
meta jang is incorrect ; the form Brima tata, Momadou
meta jang, or Brima tata, bari Momadou meta jang,

Brima went, but Momadou stayed here, would be used. As
mentioned in the preceding chapter, the form Brima
tatale aning Momadou means Brima went with Momadou,
The other conjunction used for connecting words or

phrases is fo, or, as in the sentence Brima fo Momadou
si ta, Brima or Momadou will go.

The second class of conjunctions is used for the joining

of sentences, either of two principal sentences, or of a

principal and a subordinate sentence:

Bari, but, is used to connect together two principal sen-

tences, as in one of the examples given above. It is also

used at the beginning of a sentence, more as a connecting

word than as having a definite contrasting sense. Another
conjunction which is much used in story telling is, a dung,

the nearest translation of which in English would perhaps

be 'and so', though the literal translation of the phrase is

either 'put it on 5

or 'he entered'.

Warante, or, or else, is used as in the sentence, i s'a jo,

warante n s'a muta, you will pay for it, or else I will take
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it; and may also be used with fo, or, as a disjunctive con-

junctival phrase, either . . . or . . ., as fo a si na, warante

n si ta, either he will come, or I shall go.

Damantang, unless, except, is used with a negative verb,

as damantang a man na, n si ta, unless he comes I shall

go.

Ane, hani, hanifo, until, is in common use, as in the

sentence ie'm batu jang hani m be seila, (you) wait for

me here until I return.

The verbs fo and ko, to tell and to say, are also used as

conjunctions having the meaning of as, that, as in the sen-

tences nga mira fo m be ta, / think (it) that I am going,

wole mulunta ko nyinti, that resembles this, i.e. that is

similar as this. The two words are also compounded as

kofo, like, as. Fo is also used to mean in order to, as m be

burila fo n si nying xnuta, / am running in order to catch

this. Muniatinna, mensating, also means so that, but is

not very much used.

The following adverbs and prepositions are also used as

conjunctions:

ni, ning if.

kabring since, from.

natnana, namanang, namana ye before.

kartuko because.

woleatinna, woleatina, therefore. This last word is often

used at the end of a sentence, especially in the case of

a long argument, the whole of which will be, as it were,

summed up at the end with woleatinna, that is why.

(ii) Interjections

Some of the interjections given below are true interjections,

that is, sounds or words which express various emotions,

without having any meaning as separate words. To these

have later been added interjectional phrases, several of
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which are corruptions of Arabic phrases which came in

with the introduction of Islam.

kail ho! hi!

ya! oh!

ye! oh!

wai! exclaihation of astonishment. The word is long-

drawn-out on a rising note.

m-ba ko! or m-ba ko ko! exclamation of astonishment.

aha! so! an expression of satisfaction.

la ilia! Oh God! an exclamation of astonishment, much
used by Mandinka and other peoples of the Gambia,
whether Mohammedan or not.

bismillahi! bisimilai! from the Arabic, 'in the Name of

God \ Used to express surprise, satisfaction, and most
other emotions.

Alhamdululai! from the Arabic, 'praise be to God'.

barakalla! Praise be to God!

ni Alia kiti, if God wills, D.V.
Alliman tank 'ala! God forbid!



Chapter IX

THE NUMERALS
The most common basis of numeration in West Africa is

the quinary system, in which the numbers are counted up
to five and built up from this number as a base, and it is

probable that in the very earliest times this system was
used by all the people of West Africa. A primitive people

not possessing much property would not have very much
use for counting above the number of fingers on one hand

:

as has been pointed out several times, the languages of

West Africa being of a materialistic nature, the idea of

abstract numbers would be unknown—no one, for instance,

would put a cooking-pot on a mat with a cloth on top and
say that there were three articles. As needs increased, and
numbers greater than five became necessary, the scale of

numeration would gradually be evolved, and some lan-

guages, among which is Mandinka, developed the denary

system of numeration, with ten as the base. On the other

hand, other well-developed languages, such as Wolof, have

kept to the quinary system to the present time.

TheMandinka numerals show traces of the earlier quinary

system in the numbers six and seven, and other branches

of the Malinke language show it in eight and nine also.

With regard to the actual numerals themselves, the first

numeral

—

one—which is killing in Western Mandinka, is

found in a somewhat similar form in most of the Malinke

dialects. Another word for one—do—is found in some

dialects, and this form is also found in Western Mandinka

with the indefinite meaning of 'any' or 'any one'.

Two is found as fula, with variations in other dialects as

fila, fla, fele, firi.

Three and four are derived from the Bantu roots sa (or

ta) and na, and in the Gambia are found in the form of

sabba and nani.
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Five is derived in many languages from the word for

'hand
5

, but in Mandinka its derivation does not appear to

be so simple. It has been suggested that the Mandinka

word lulu, five, which in other dialects is found as dulu and

dolu, comes from the same Egyptian origin

—

dwan—as

the Pulani word juwi (Labouret).

Six is a number which illustrates the original quinary

base of the Mandinka numerals, as its actual meaning is

'five (and) one'. It is derived from the word do or ro, one

(still found in certain dialects such as Huela and Ligbi) and

the root wo, five (now found in Mende) ; and is found in

Western Mandinka in the form woro.

Seven in most Mandinka dialects appears at first sight

to be a word built up on an arithmetical mistake, as in

nearly every case it is composed of the numbers six and

two, or variations of these words. When it is remembered,

however, that the meaning of six is 'five (and) one', it will

be appreciated that the idea behind the word for seven is

'six, and one added a second time', or 'six (and one added)

twice
5

. The word for seven is found in Western Mandinka
as worowula, the second part of the word being a varia-

tion of fula, two. Again, in Susu two is firin, six is suli, and

seven is a compound of these words, solofere.

In several Mandinka dialects eight is compounded of

five and three, and nine of five and four, as, for example,

in Susu, but in Western Mandinka and the dialects

most nearly approaching it eight is found as sei (seigi in

Bambara).

With regard to the numeral nine, Western Mandinka and
its neighbouring dialects use the form kononto, derived

from konno, belly, with the locative suffix -to affixed, i.e.

the period of pregnancy.

Ten is found in two forms, tang or tan, in the north and
fu among the southern Mandinkos, and this difference in

the word for ten has been used by Monsieur Delafosse for
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classifying the Mandinka dialects. The form tang is used

in the Gambia.

Prom ten to nineteen the numerals develop in a natural

manner, tang ning killing, tang ning fula, &c, for eleven,

twelve, &c. Twenty, however, is not formed on the denary

basis, as might be expected, and as the other numbers from

thirty to ninety are formed. The word for twenty in

Western Mandinka is moang, derived from mo, man, and

bang, finish. The same derivation is found in most Malinke

dialects, and is probably a relic of the old quinary system,

when a high number was required, it was necessary to say

three, or four, men finished, i.e. three or four twenties

—

the number of fingers and toes of one man.

Thirty is tang sabba, three tens ; forty, tang nani, &c. The
intermediate numbers are added by means of the conjunc-

tion ning, and, as tang worowula ning kononto, seventy-

nine, or seven tens and nine.

The word for a hundred, which is found in most Man-
dinka dialects is kerne, derived from an old Egyptian root

meaning eighty (Labouret). In the Bambara language,

moreover, kerne still means eighty, and a hundred is

expressed by kerne mugu, eighty and twenty. The Fula and
Wolof for a hundred is temer, and the Serer is temed,

which appear all to be derived from the same root.

A thousand is expressed in Mandinka by wuli, a similar

word to the Fula wulure (wujunari).

Ordinals. The ordinal numbers are formed from the

cardinals by the addition of the suffix -njango, as fula-

njango, sabbanjango, second, third. The word forfirst, as in

English, has no connexion with the numeral one, and is

folio, though killinjango is occasionally heard.

Multiplicatives. The multiplicatives are formed in

Western Mandinka by means of the word sinya, times, as

sinya nani, four times.

Distributives. The distributives have already been
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mentioned under the head of indefinite pronouns, and

are formed by reduplicating the number required with the

insertion of -o- before the repetition, as, sabba-o-sabba,

three by three. Thus, a ta fula-o-fula, take them two by two.

Fractions. There is very little idea of fractions shown in

the languages of West Africa, and of the fraction in the

abstract, there is no idea. The word for half in Mandinka
is expressed by to, or by tala, divide ; two equal parts being

understood unless the contrary is shown. To express

smaller fractions it is necessary to use the circumlocution
* divide it thrice', a tala sinya sabba, or a tala sabba. Any
fraction with the numerator greater than one has to be

thought out before being expressed, and the form, a tala

sinya sabba, kara fula ta, divide it into three, take two parts,

would be used. The noun expressing a third, a fourth, &c.,

is tala sabba, tala nani, &c.

The following is a summary of the Mandinka numerals

:

one



PART II

Chapter X
TIME

Mention has already been made in Chapter II, on the Verb,

of the lack of accurate recognition of time in Mandinka, as

in all West African languages, but it may well be realized

that the development which Mandinka has now reached

in this respect is far more advanced than formerly. What
may be called the neutral tense of the verb (the Simple

Past) is an example of the original indifference of the

language to degrees of time, and though there are now
tenses expressing varying degrees of the past and future,

these are, even at the present day, often neglected in favour

of the neutral tense.

The factor of time must necessarily have received later

recognition in human speech than did that of place, and it

is interesting to notice that many of the words expressing

time have been developed since the introduction of Islam

amongst the Mandinkos, either directly from the Arabic

language brought in with the Mohammedan religion, or

indirectly by the use of Mandinka names of different times

of prayer or months of fasting or of feasting.

It may be assumed that the first progress made in the

distinction of time was in the recognition of the seasons of

the year, smaller divisions being made as time went on and
advancing civilization made them necessary. Here again,

it was not until the Mohammedan religion was introduced

that the week was recognized and the days of the week
named.

The Year and Its Seasons

The Mandinka for the year is sanjio, rain (sango, sky, jio,

water), or sanji killing, one rains, the most noticeable
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feature of the whole year being taken to represent the

period. The names given to the seasons depend primarily

on natural phenomena, and later subdivisions have been

made of the long periods of time represented by the seasons.

These subdivisions will be found more or less to be periods

of greater or lesser activity due to men's occupations : in

the case of the Mandinkos, who are generally farmers,

these will be farming times, &c, and will be found chiefly

during the rains, as very little work is done by the Man-
dinko farmers during the dry season.

The year as a whole is divided by the Mandinkos into the

rains, samma (sa, snake, and -ma, adjectival suffix:

snaky period) or samma konno, and the dry season, tili

kando (hot sun). The rains are themselves divided into

sanji folio, early rains, and sanji labango, late rains, the

season as a whole lasting from June to October, and the

early rains occurring in June and July, the late rains in

September and October.

The period after the rains, before the hot dry season

commences, is named sanjano (sango, sky
;
ja to be dry) or

sanjiano, and lasts approximately from November to

December, after which the harmattan starts. The name
for this period is kuncha maru, and it usually lasts until

February, when the real hot season begins.

The rains are the period during which the farm work is

done, and the names of the different periods of farming

activity have been evolved to cover this period. The first

activity is the clearing of the ground to make a farm, and
the period during which this is done is called sepuro or

fittiro, and occurs during May. The next two months,
June and July, are the planting season, called fi tumo
(planting time), and after this, except for occasional weed-
ing of the fields, often done by the women or small boys,

there is a cessation of labour until the harvest time is

reached. This rest time reflects itself in the lack of any
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especial name for the period August to September, but in

October the small-grained millet is harvested, and the

season is named nyomor, ripe corn. Another name for the

same season is katiri tumo, the time for the cutting of the

first rice. From later in October to the middle of November
is tio so tumo (literally 'groundnut hole time') when the

groundnuts are pulled, and in December is nyo tei or

nyo katti tumo, com cutting, when the larger-grained millet

is harvested.

Months of the Year

The lunar months of the year are recognized by the Man-
dinkos, their month beginning on the day on which the

new moon is first seen, following the Arabic practice. But
as the Mandinkos have only twelve months, each lunar,

their months do not correspond to the English months,

but, compared with them, fall earlier each year. It is most
probable that the months received their names in early

Mohammedan times, when Islam was first introduced, as,

if the names were more recent, it is probable that the

Arabic names would have been used, as has been the case

with the days of the week. The months, except for the

fast and feast months, are not very much noticed by the

Mandinkos, and some, indeed, do not even know their

names.

The following are the names of the months

:

1. musokotto-salo old woman's feast. The month in

which charity is given to old

women.
2. kekotto-salo old man's feast. The month in

which charity is given to old men.

3. anabisuko or the hymn to the Prophet, or the

anabidong dance for the Prophet. This is

• the month of the Prophet 's

birthday.
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4. jumo-lawali or

jumo-lawata
5. jumo-lakhiri

6. arajaba-konong

7. arajaba

8. sunkare-konong
9. sunkare

10. minkare

11. banna-konong
12. banna

TIME

the first Friday. From the Arabic.

the second Friday. From the

Arabic.

before arajaba.

from the Arabic.

before sunkare.

the fast month (sungo to fast, karo,

month).

the feast month (ming, to drink).

This name is a relic of the time

when Mandinkos were drinking

Mohammedans (soninkes).

before banna.

the last month of the year (bang,

to finish).

The Week

The week is a division of time which is often unknown to

primitive peoples, especially to pagans, who usually have
no regularly recurring religious festivals to mark the

passage of time, and therefore have no need for noticing

any division of time less than the month. It is interesting

to note, in this connexion, that the ancient Romans had
no week in their calendar.

With the introduction of the Mohammedan religion, and
the necessity of religious observances each week, on what
is the English Friday, the need bi a regular weekly division

of time was found, and, as might be expected, the Moham-
medan week was taken as a standard, and in most West
African languages of which the speakers are Mohammedan
the Arabic names were taken for the days of the newly
introduced week. The pure Arabic has naturally become
corrupted or adapted to the easy pronunciation of those
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who use the names. The names of the days of the week in

Mandinka are as follows

:

allahadi (sometimes dimasso) Sunday
tenneng Monday
talata Tuesday
araba Wednesday
aramisa Thursday

arajuma Friday

sibiti Saturday

The word lungo, day is usually used with the name of the

day referred to, as, tenneng lungo, m be seila Bansang,

Monday, I am returning to Bansang.

The word for 'week' in Mandinka is lokungo, a con-

traction of lungo kungo, the head, or collection, of the days,

a similar expression to munko-kungo, flour-head, or a loaf

of bread.

The Day

The Mandinkos rely on natural happenings for the division

of the day into its natural parts. The oldest names for

different periods of the day are those connected with the

movements of the sun, such as sunrise, midday (sun over-

head), and sunset. Later, other names were introduced for

periods between these cardinal points, and probably later

still, when the people became Mohammedan, the hours of

prayer were named, and are now used as names of hours

of the day. The result is that the day in Mandinka is now
divided into quite short periods of time, especially in the

early morning when most of the day's work is done. From
about 9 in the morning to 3.30 in the afternoon there are

fewer divisions, as during this hot time of the day not so

much work is done, and many people rest or sleep. In

the evening more names for the times of day are again

found.
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The Mandinka names for the divisions of the day are as
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sumung tumo 9-10 p.m. chatting time.

dutala, or 12 p.m. midnight (du, night (Ma-

duwotala linke) ; tala, divide).

suto tala 12 midnight, to dawn.

The times given above are, of course, very approximate.

Several of the above times of day are not very generally

used, and, unless it is desired to state the time very accu-

rately, the words somanda, morning, wuraro, afternoon

or evening, and suto, fate evening or night, are very generally

used.

The word for ' day ' as a whole is tili, from tilo, sun, when
used in comparison with night, and for the whole period of

twenty-four hours the word lungo is used. The Mandinka
day follows the Mohammedan day in beginning at sunset

and ending at the next sunset, so, in speaking of wThat in

English is called 'last night ', the expression bi suto, to-day

night, should strictly be used. It is noticed, however, that

with the advance of Western civilization the day, for

practical purposes, is made to conform with the European
day, and kunun suto, last night, would be understood, and
is generally used, to mean the English 'last night \

Names for the last few days past and the next few days
to come have been given in the chapter on Adverbs, but
a few remarks on this subject would not appear out of

place here. It is most probable that these names were
developed before the week was distinguished and the days
of the week named, that is, before Mohammedan influence

required the recognition of one particular day each week
to be set aside for religious exercises. Before the days were

named it would appear to be a necessity to be able to say

'to-morrow', 'the day after to-morrow 5

, 'the day before

yesterday', &c, and it may therefore be supposed that the

names for these days are very old. It does not appear to be

possible to trace the etymology of bi, to-day, or of kunun,
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yesterday, unless this latter is derived from ku, an affair or

happening, and nung, to disappear, i.e. the affairs which

have passed, though this derivation seems doubtful. To-

morrow, sinning, however, appears to have been evolved

from the same root as sina, in Mende and tina in Susu.

Ti is a contraction of tilo, sun, the weak '1' sound in

which is easily lost before na, come. The derivation there-

fore appears to be ' the coming sun \ It will be remembered

that the suggestion has been made in Chapter II on the

Verb that the future auxiliary si is connected with sinning,

as having a future force, and this derivation of sinning

would appear to support that suggestion, particularly as in

other Malinke languages the future auxiliary is na, come,

the other half of the word sina.

The adverbs of time have been mentioned in Chapter VI.

Now and immediately are sain or saing and sainsaing,

but the first of these words has a very indefinite meaning,

and can mean 'soon' or even 'just recently'. They appear

to have been derived from the same root as sange, just

now, in Mende. In order to give the clear meaning of ' soon

'

in Mandinka it is necessary to use a circumlocution such as

in the sentences saing, a dessata domanding, a be na,

now, it lacks a little, he is coming, i.e. soon he will come.

A be na saing might mean he is just coming, he is coming

now, or he will come soon. There is also a word, sambi,

which has the force of 'soon', though it is not in very

common use. It is probably derived from saing bi, now,

to-day.



Chapter XI

GREETINGS, MEASURES, MONEY, AND POINTS
OF THE COMPASS

(i) Greetings

As is usual amongst African peoples, a prolonged series of

inquiries after health and prosperity is usual when two
Mandinkos meet, before ordinary conversation can begin.

As nearly all Mandinkos are Mohammedans, they like to

show that they know some Arabic, and very often greet

each other with the Arabic salam alaikum, peace be to you,

the reply to which is alaikum salam, on you be peace.

The Mandinka greeting, however, is herabe? (local varia-

tions kairabe? khairabe? kaira?) or i be herato? (plural al

be herato?), are you at peace? The answer is hera (some-

times khaira or hira) or hera dorong, peace, or peace only.

The first speaker then begins to inquire after the health of

the relations and friends of the other, and after the towns-

people, headman, chief, &c, as in the following examples:

i fa be je? is your father there ?

i kotto be je? is your elder brother there ?

Momadou be je? is Momadou there ?

i dimbaia be je? are your dependants there ?

Sometimes the form i fa be di?, Momadou be di? is used,

the interrogative particle di being used to frame the ques-

tion, and at other times the indefinite interrogative adverb
le, where, is used, as sateonkolu le? where (or how) are the

townspeople? sumolu le (contracted to sumol'le), where

are the people of your yard? Ousman le? where is Ousman?
Another expression which is used more in some parts than
in others is ko tanno te je? (contracted from kori tanno
te je?), / hope that trouble is not there? All reference to

female relatives between Mohammedans should properly
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be omitted, except in the case of a relation or very intimate

friend, but actuallyamong theMandinkos of theGambia this

rule is not kept, and it is as usual and polite to inquire after

the female members of a friend's family as after the male.

The reply to each of the above questions is a be je, or

y be je, he is (or they are) there, and usually the questioner

hardly waits to hear the reply to one question before he

proceeds to the next. Another form of reply is hera b'a,

peace is to him, and the form tana-o-tana-nte, no trouble is

there, is often used. Some people, instead of replying

a be je or a similar expression, say alhamdullai, or alham-

dululai, from the Arabic 'Praise be to God', as an indica-

tion that all is well with those after whom inquiries are

being made. The last question is usually ila tnolu bey be

herato ? are all your people at peace ? to which the reply is

y bey be je, tana-o-tano te je, they are all there, no trouble

is there. After this the other party to the conversation can

begin his questions, which will be similar to those of the

first speaker, but very often the first speaker will restart

several of the inquiries, and at any time during a pause in

the conversation he may inquire i be herato ? again.

If one of those speaking has recently returned from a

journey the other speaker will also inquire after the health

of the people of the town or district from which he has

come, as Basse-nkolu be je? (or be herato ?), are the Basse

people there (or, atpeace)? ; bolongkonno-nkolube jetarethe

river people there ? to which the reply is given, y bey be

herato, y bey i kontongo, they are all at peace, they all

send their compliments to you.

There are many other forms of greeting in Mandinka,

some of which are given below :

i nyamano le? a euphonistic way of inquiring after a

man's wife, after whom inquiries should strictly not

be made by name. The literal meaning of the ex-

pression is 'how are your home comforts'.
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i senni (plural ali ning senni), a greeting to a stranger

met on the road, who has come a long distance.

Usually followed by i bodula-nkolu le? how are the

people of the place from which you have come? (bo,

to come out of; dula, place).

i sama (plural ali sama), good morning.

i tinyang (plural ali tinyang), good afternoon.

i wurara (plural ali wurara), good evening.

hera lata? is a morning greeting, having the meaning of

'have you passed the night (lying down) in peace V
hera sita is another morning greeting, and is very often

used when one meets a man sitting down.

hera tinyanta, good afternoon, is used from about mid-

day to evening, after which
hera wurara, good evening, may be used.

nga tinyang herato, good afternoon, may be used as a

farewell in the afternoon, and
nga la herato, good night, in the evening.

The reply to the above is hera dorong.

suto dia is another form of 'good night', literally, 'a

sweet night'.

alliman suto dila, God give you a good night, is another

form of evening greeting.

The reply to these is amin.

When one is walking along a road and meets a person

working, or carrying anything, or going shooting, a common
greeting is nimbarra! well done! The reply to this greeting

is either nimbarra, or mbas, a contraction of the greeting

itself.

When two strangers meet on the road it is the usual

custom, after greeting each other, for each to ask the other

where he has comefrom andwherehe is going, ibotaminto?
and i be ta minto? On proceeding on their journeys it is

usual to send compliments to the people of the town to

which the other is going, as i si Sankuli Kunda-nkolu
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kontongo, in addition to sending compliments to any one

in the town known to the speaker.

In actual practice the greetings may be, and often are,

considerably shortened, and after the first greetings, and

a few questions as to the health of the other's family,

ordinary conversation is begun.

On separating, two persons who have been speaking do

not go through any long form of salutation. It is usual for

one person to say m be ta, / am going, or m be sella, / am
going away, or returning {home), before making a move.

Before leaving, the parting greeting i si kontong (al si

kontong in the plural) is used. The meaning of this ex-

pression, which is used as * good-bye', is 'take my compli-

ments (to those at home)'. Another form of the same
expression is i si je molu kontongo, sometimes shortened

to i si je kontongo, my compliments to the people there.

When one knocks at the door of a house those who are

inside say Bismillahi, or Bismilai, as an invitation to come
in. Before sitting down it is also correct to say Bismillahi,

or one of the corrupted forms into which the Arabic has

developed. The same expression may be used before the

commencement of any action, and Alhamdulilahi on its

completion.

If several people are talking, and one of them sneezes, he

should say Alhamdulilahi, praise be to God. The reply to

this from the rest of the company is yarharamuka Lahu,

may God have mercy on you, to which the person who
sneezed replies yahfiru Lahu lana walakum, may God

forgive us and you.

(ii) Measures

A study of the methods of measurement amongst the

Mandinkos is of interest as illustrating the way in which

natural objects have been taken to act as standards of

measurement for articles in common use, in somewhat the
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same way in which natural happenings have been taken to

act as a standard of time during the day.

No method of weighing ever seems to have been de-

veloped by the Mandinkos, but measures of capacity have

taken the place of measures of weight. This is not to be

wondered at, as scales are a species of machine which were

not invented in West Africa.

The smallest ordinary measure of capacity recognized is

the handful, bulufa. This is the amount contained in one
hand, and, amongst the Mandinkos, is used in giving

charity of corn or rice, the amounts usually given being

bulufa worowulla, bulufa tang ning nani, or bulufa tang

nani, i.e. seven, fourteen, or forty handfuls. There is a

word for a pinch, chopoto, but it is not used ordinarily

as a measure.

The calabash, of an approximately standard size, is the

next larger measure in use, and this holds about four

pounds, or twenty-two handfuls. Its name, when used as

a measure, is mudu (muda, mude, mule) from the Arabic

muda, a standard of measure. The Arabic measure is

apparently not the same size as the Mandinka measure

with the same name, as it is related that the Prophet com-

manded that at the end of Ramadan every person should

give charity of a muda full, or, if the measure was not

available, the capacity of the two hands full, while the

Mandinka measure is about twenty-two handfuls. The
word for calabash, apart from its use as a measure, is

mirango.

The next larger measure is the native sieve, which is

round and has a diameter of about fifteen inches, and
which is called tentengo.

The above measures are used chiefly with corn or rice

which has been threshed, but in the Gambia both corn and
rice are often kept in the ear for a considerable period,

and are sold in this state. A measure of capacity such as
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described above would naturally be useless for measuring

such grain, and two measurements are used for this. The
first is used with koos and rice, which is tied up in bundles

with the grain in the ear. The measurement, which is

called chafo (a bunch) , is as large a quantity of the stalks

as a man can grasp in his hand. The second measurement

is chiefly used for the small-grained koos, which is also tied

in bundles, called padong. The circumference of the bundle

is equal to the length of two spans (thumb to middle finger)

together with the distance round the clenched fist from the

thumb to the knuckle of the middle finger.

Groundnuts are bought by weight at the larger trading

stations, but in the small stations they are bought by the

bushel measure, called bushelo.

Length is measured by the foot, simfa (full foot) ; the

pace, sing sawn (footjump), sing naba, or sing la (foot lie)

;

the span, sibra(from the Arabic), which is the distancefrom

the thumb to the middle finger-tip ; the cubit, sokho nyo

(breaking com) ; and the spread of the arms or fathom,

bulu papingo (the curve of the arms), sisi-fa (full chest), or

mo-lo, man's height, as the Mandinkos consider that a

man's height is the same as the spread of his arms. The
span is the unit used in measuring a corpse for the grave,

and from this has arisen the proverb i si miro-o-miro i be

lala ila sibra killingola, always remember that you will be

lying in your one span, i.e. death makes all men equal in

the end.

A measure of thickness is in common use for such pur-

poses as cutting branches of trees of certain sizes for

building houses, bridges, &c.

The wrist, or the length of the curve of the hand when
one wrist is grasped, is bulu kambeng killing, i.e. one neck

of the hand (kango, neck, beng, meet, the fingers meeting

round the wrist). Bulu kambeng fula is the size of the

curve when both hands circle an object with the two
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thumbs and two middle fingers respectively meeting, and
bulu kambeng sabba, &c, give larger measurements.

The measure of the size of any larger object, such as a

tree, round which the arms will just meet, is siso detta

killing, chest pressed once, or siso beng killing, chest meet-

ing once. Still larger objects would be siso detta fula, &c.

These measurements are, however, used more for giving

an idea of the size of an object than for giving accurate

measurements, for the purpose of which a piece of string,

the length of the circumference of the object, would be used.

(iii) Money

The general term for money is koddo, silver. The standard

of currency in the Gambia was for many years past the

French five-franc silver piece, though the Belgian and
Swiss five-franc pieces were also current, and these coins

were valued, for trade and taxation purposes, at 3s. 10|d.

The coins were called dallasi, from the Portuguese, and
were in general currency with a value of four shillings

among the natives themselves. On account of the depres-

sion of the franc the five-franc piece was demonetized in

January 1922, since when it has ceased to be legal tender,

though it continued in use in the Protectorate*for some
time, and is even now occasionally used. The name dallasi

continues in use, and forms the standard of reckoning in

the Protectorate of the Gambia, as the equivalent of four

shillings. Thus one pound twelve shillings would be spoken

of as dallasi sei, eight dollars.

The two-shilling piece is called tala, half, i.e. half of a

dallasi, and the shilling is named tarantso. Sixpence is

called nonkong, and threepence has a Mandinka name
sabba domanding, little three, though the Wolof nyetta,

three, is in more common use. The penny and halfpenny

are koppero and kopperonding, though another name for

the halfpenny is su, after the French.
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Thus three pounds seven shillings and ninepence is

dallasi tang ning woro ning tarantso sabba ning nonkong
ning nyetta, i.e. sixteen dollars and three shillings and

sixpence and threepence.

(iv) Points of the Compass

The natural fixed points on the horizon (nyadangula, eye-

stop-place) are those of the rising and setting sun, which by

the Mandinkos have been named tilibo (sun rise) and tiliji

(sun go down) or tiliboi (sun fall). These names are also

used for the east and west, and the name for the east

(tilibo) is also used for a general term for the country to

the east of the Gambia, the people coming from which are

called Tilibunko, i.e. people of Tilibo.

It is probable that no names existed for north and south

until the Mandinko people became Mohammedan, as the

name for north is mara (left), i.e. on the left hand when
facing Mecca, and for south bulo ba, right hand when
facing Mecca. No intermediate points of the compass are

recognized by the Mandinkos.



Chapter XII

NAMES, RELATIONS, AND TERMS OF RESPECT

(i) Names

Every Mandinko has two names, a personal name (to)

and a family or clan name (kontongo). Many have also

a 'nickname
5

or 'pet name' (ba-to mother
}

s name), which

is more commonly used than is his true personal name
(tofangfang), which is often known to no one but himself

and his parents. This feature of Mandinka names is prob-

ably due to the old belief that in order to bewitch a person

the witch must know his real name, and if he knows only

his ' nickname' and not his true name, he is powerless to

harm him.

(a) Personal Names.

Since the Mandinkos became Mohammedanized they

have, like other tribes professing Islam, to a large extent

adopted names of Mohammedan origin or significance.

Some of these names are Old Testament names taken from

the Koran, others are Islamic or Arabic names, and others

again are Mandinka names having a religious significance.

There are also the true Mandinka names, and the 'nick-

names ', the derivation of some of which is of great interest.

Examples of these classes of names are given as follows

:

Old Testament-Koranic names :

Ibrahima, Ibrima, Ibra, Brima, from Abraham.
Musa, from Moses.

Suleiman, from Solomon.

Ismaiia, from Ishmael.

Yusufu, from Joseph.

Gibril, from Gabriel, &c.
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Islamic and Arabic names

:

Momadou, Mamadou, Mamadi, &c.

Alieu, Ali.

Babukar.

Abdulai.

Alhaji.

Sheikh.

Ousman.
Omar.
Seidi, &c.

Mandinka religious names :

Karimu, a schoolmaster, teacher.

Arafang, a teacher.

Lamin, Landing, Lan, Lang, from the Arabic Lamin,
faithful.

Sitifa, Sita, from the Arabic name, Mustapha,
Ansumana, from the Arabic Ousman.

Mandinka names (to fangfang)

:

Keba, big man.
Kekotto, old man.
Kering, small man.
Kantali, guardian.

n'Famara, m'Famara, Famara, keep my father's name.
Kitimu, a feast at the end of the month of Ramadan.
The name of a boy born during the feast time.

Fanding small father (a word for uncle or relative).

Tumani.
Sori.

Nicknames (ba to) :

Kemu ! it 's a man ! Supposed to be the first words of the

proud mother

!

Bijiko, from a be je, n ko, he is there, I say. Supposed
to be the first words of the mother.
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Jabiro, an answer.

Bunja, a gift.

Manlafi, i" don't want {him), and, Kelunta, stranger man.

These two names are often given to a child born after

an elder child has died, as it is supposed that if he is

given a name which implies that he is not wanted, the

evil spirits who killed the first child will not trouble to

kill the second one.

Female proper names are also in many cases taken from

the Koran, or from Mohammedan history. Among such

are:

Fatuma, Fatumata.

Mariama.
Hadama.
Howa (Eve).

Isatou.

Bintu, from the Arabic for 'daughter'.

'Nicknames' or 'pet names' do not appear to be so

common among girls and women as among men, but

among them are

:

Mama, mother.

Mamonding, little mother.

Tenneng, Monday (a name given to a girl born on

Monday).

Kumba, from the verb to cry, the name given to a baby

which cries a great deal.

Suti, short, little.

Nyaling, dear.

Men's names are also sometimes given to girls. One of

these is the name Fintong, which means a cooking-pot,

and is given to any one who is very black in colour.

(6) Family or Clan Names.

Two classes of family or clan are found amongst the

Mandinkos, that of the nobility and that of the serfs, with,
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in former days, the addition of slave families. The nobility

consist of clans who can trace back their ancestry, and

who are agriculturalists ; the serfs are all * caste
J

families

of jesters, leather-workers, blacksmiths, &c. To-day this

social distinction has to a great extent disappeared, but in

olden times it was very definite. A man could not raise his

status in any way ; thus if a man of a caste clan became
a farmer it did not raise him to the nobility any more than

if one of the nobility practised a trade it lowered him.

Again, if a man of a noble clan married a woman belonging

to a caste clan, he raised her to the nobility, but if a woman
of a noble clan married a man belonging to a caste clan,

she lost her noble status.

Each clan has its totem (sabu or tanno) and members of

a clan may not eat, injure, or even touch the object which

is regarded as their totem. At one time two people having

the same totem were not allowed to marry, but this rule is

not regarded any longer, though a relic of the rule still

exists in the practice of a man not marrying a woman of

the same totem who belongs to a slave family.

The names and totems of some of the noble clans of the

Gambia are given below

:

Sonko (totem kuto, turtle). This family is descended

from Amara Sonko, who conquered the Gambia in the

tenth year of the Hegira (about a.d. 632) ; Saniang,

the family of the old kings of Kiang (totem kuto,

turtle, and jato, lion); Sanne (nana, swallow); Turi
(seo, pig)] Damfa, the old kings of Niamina (ba-

mbango, bush cat) ; Jatta, (jimmo, marabou stork)
;

Darame (miniango, python, and bida, black cobra);

Mane (kana, iguana) ; Bojan (kuto, turtle) ; Tarawali
(wia, a black bird) ; Mamburi (bambo, crocodile).

Among the caste clans are the following

:

Fati (totemskumareo, crowned crane, and bida),Faraba,
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Dafi, leather-workers; Cham (bida and miniango),

Sama, Kijera, Tunkara, goldsmiths and blacksmiths
;

Jobati, Suso (kana), drummers and jesters; Danso
(sakungfula, two-headed snake), originally a slave

family of weavers; Sidibe (wallo, bush-fowl, and

morikununding, a small bird) ; Kandi (temo-temo,

plover), originally slave families ; Dabo (wia) : Singati

and Majang are families of petty traders, originally of

Jula extraction (the Julas, one of the branches of the

Mandinko family, are generally traders, and jula is a

recognized word in the Gambia for a petty trader).

(ii) Relations

The word in Mandinka for family, dimbaia, means rather

the family from the point of view of the head of the family,

i.e. dependants, and sumolu, the people of the home, is a

better word for family generally. The general name for

relative is ba-dingo (lit. 'brother').

The following are the names of relatives in Mandinka

:

Father, mother, fa, fama; ba, bama. Other words, which

correspond more to the English ' daddy 5 and 'mummy',
are fafa and mama. Grandfather and grandmother are

mama ke and mama muso, while great-grandfather and

great-grandmother are mama ba and mama muso ba. Son

and daughter are dinke and dingmuso. Uncle is baring

(maternal uncle), fanding (paternal uncle), or baring ke,

fanding ke; and baring muso, fanding muso, binke, are

the terms for aunt. Nephew or niece is baring-dingo,

though this term is also used loosely for any relation.

The word for brother or sister, if children of the same
father, is fa-dinke, fa-dingmuso; and if children of the

same mother, ba-dinke, ba-dingmuso. When the relation-

ship of full brother or full sister exists, it is expressed by
fa killing, ba killing, one father, one mother.

Elder brother is kotto, and elder sister is kotto muso,
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and younger brother or sister is doma or doke and do-

muso.
Brother-in-law and sister-in-law are expressed by bittung

ke and bittung muso, stepfather by fanding (also used

loosely for uncle or relative of the father's generation), and

stepchild by burumbaran dingo.

(iii) Terms of Respect

One of the things taught to Mandinko boys at the initiation

ceremonies is the need for showing respect for those older

than themselves. In addition to the words of respect used

when addressing one older than themselves, equivalent to

'sir
J

in English, there are also certain special words which

are used to old people in certain circumstances.

A young man when addressing an old man should use

the words fa, mfa, my father, or mbai, sir. In addressing

an old woman he should say mba or nna, my mother. The
word keba is used as a form of address to a man of middle

age. Where the use of proper names can conveniently be

avoided the Mandinkos prefer some other method of

attracting attention or of indicating to whom they are

speaking. This is probably due to the fear of magic, that

an evilly disposed person on hearing the personal names of

the speakers would be able to bewitch them, but that if he

did not know the names he would be unable to harm them.

A young man speaking to one slightly older than himself

will therefore use the word kotto, older brother, and the

elder will call the younger ndo or ndoma, younger brother.

In the case of a woman, muso keba is used instead of

keba, but kotto, ndo, and ndoma are not changed.

When a young man is speaking to an old man, and asks

him to lie down, sit down, or rise up, he should not use the

ordinary words la, si, wuli, but should use the words
nommo, beleli, and kennyi. And in speaking of a blind

person it is considered polite to use the word jimminteo,
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blind from old age, rather than the word finkinteo, which

implies blindness from disease. It is also courteous to use

the word lanjuroto, afflicted of God, when speaking to or of

one who is lame, blind, or diseased, rather than to use the

actual name of his affliction. The ordinary word for foot is

singjambo, but a more respectful word, used in speaking

to an old man, is tundo.

Most of the terms of respect given above are used in

greetings when it is intended to •compliment the person

addressed, and there is a regular form of greeting and reply

used in such cases. Thus, when a Mandinko meets some
one whom he wishes to compliment, he may say karamo,
herabe, teacher, are you at peace? to which the correct

reply is hani, talibending dorong, no, a small scholar only.

Another complimentary salutation is i salla barakama,
which has the force of 'may your head be blessed', the

word salla meaning the forehead, or the part with which
prayers (sallo) are performed (i.e. in praying the forehead

touches the ground). The answer to this is in some such
form as hani, kungo lemu, oh no, it *s only an ordinary head.

Again, such expressions a noma, to sit, belali, to lie down,
&c., may be used in such honorific greetings or remarks, as

na noma jang, come and sit here ; to which some reply such
as hani, siole mu, no, an ordinary seat, is made. And when
a person is leaving, the expression i be sennila minto ? may
be used, sennila being an honorific substitute for ta.

The expression nyamano, as a euphonism for 'wife', has
also an honorific sense, and the reply to the question ila

nyamanole? would then be hani, muso dorong, no, only

an ordinary wife.



PART III

Chapter XIII

SYNTAX

In the earlier chapters describing the parts of speech in

Mandinka a considerable amount has necessarily been

written on syntax and the formation of sentences, but it

may be useful in this chapter to make some remarks on

this subject.

With a Transitive verb the sentence is built up in the

form of Subject+ Auxiliary+ Direct Object-f-Verb, with

the Indirect Object, if any, following the verb. Thus:

nge bungo dada I built the house (nge = ng ye).

mo be bungo dadala the man is building the house.

mansa b'a dadala the king is building it (b'a = be a).

sateonkolu ye bungo dadale nung the townspeople

had built the house.

With the Intransitive verb the order of the sentence is,

Subject+Auxiliary (if any)+Verb+Extension of Predi-

cate (if any), as

:

m be ta sateoto I am going to the town.

a bota Tilibo he came from Tilibo.

a be sinola he is sleeping.

If the verb is in the Perfect Aspect (a tatale, he has gone—
Present ; a tatale nung, he had gone—Past) the extension

of the predicate in the Present tense follows the verb, but

in the Past tense the extension of the predicate is placed

between the verb itself and the adverb nung which helps

to form the tense, while the suffix -le is often omitted.

Thus:

a tatale sateo konno he has gone into the town.

a boitale yiro kang he has fallen from the tree.
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a tata sateo konno nung he had gone into the town,

a boita yiro kang nung or
he had^^ frQm^^

a boitale yiro kang nung

When several subjects are used, as in the sentence 'the

headman and his people are building the compound', the

subjects are joined together with aning or ning, and, as

alkalo aning ala molu be postor dadala. And in such

sentences a personal pronoun is often inserted before the

verb in order to keep up the thread of the connexion, as

Cherno aning Brima aning Sori, y be dokuo kela. Cherno

and Brima and Sori, they are working (or, doing work). But
when the subject is in the first person plural the pronoun,

when inserted, is often found in the first person singular,

which in such cases appears to be used as a contraction for

the first person plural, ntolu, as al and y are used as con-

tractions for altolu and ytolu. Thus, nte aning Cherno be

dokuo kela, ning dokuo banta, m be ta sateoto, / and

Cherno are doing work, when work is finished we (though m,
/, is used) are going into the town, (It may be noticed that

Mandinkos do not say ' Cherno and I ', but ' I and Cherno ').

The Personal Pronoun is sometimes repeated after a

single subject, either for the sake of emphasis or of euphony.

Thus in a sentence such as al-kuntinyolu y bey kasabita,

your hairs are all numbered, literally, 'the hairs of your

head, they are all numbered', and after the demonstrative

wo, that, as, wo dingolu, y lafita domofingola, those

children want food, the pronoun is repeated for the sake of

emphasis. It is also often repeated after a subject which
consists of a proper noun or of a long word, and is here

used for the sake of euphony.

The Indirect Object in Mandinka follows the verb, and
is put in the dative case, as keba kotto ye koddo di ala,

the old man gave money to him. Here ala is the dative, i.e.

a, him-{~ -la, one of the dative suffixes. So again, a ye kujow
ke iye, he did harm to you, where the dative suffix -ye is
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used (ke iye is pronounced as one word ke'ye). Again,

a be dokuola nye» he is working for me.

It often seems, in listening to spoken Mandinka, that the

plural suffix is omitted. Sometimes this actually happens

through carelessness, but in a long sentence it will often be

found that, when once it is well understood that the plural

is meant, many of the less important words will be kept in

the singular for the sake of simplicity. In other cases the

sound of the plural suffix is shortened to such an extent

that it sounds as if it had been omitted, when in fact it has

not. For instance, the greeting sumolu le? where are your

yard-people? is often pronounced so that it sounds like

sumo-le? when actually what is said is sumol' le?

The above remarks refer to Simple Sentences, which

consist of a Subject, Predicate, and Object. There are two
other main types of sentence, Compound and Complex.

Compound sentences consist of two or more independent

clauses, in which the thought or sense is continuous. These
clauses may be joined by means of conjunctions, or may
not have any joining word, but be joined by the continuous

thought only. Each of these clauses is itself a Simple
Sentence, and is complete in itself.

Complex sentences, on the other hand, consist of a

principal sentence with subordinate sentences attached
which perform the work of nouns, adjectives, or adverbs,

and are therefore called noun clauses, adjective clauses,

and adverb clauses. These will be mentioned in more
detail later in the chapter.

The conjunction aning is not used in Mandinka for con-
necting together two sentences, and where in England two
clauses are joined by and to form a compound sentence, as,

'they went and saw the man', the sentence is expressed in

Mandinka in some other way, such as 'they went, they
saw the man', y tata, ye mo je. (It may be noted
that ye in the second clause of the sentence is an elision
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of y ye mo je; y, they, ye, auxiliary in the Simple Past

tense.)

Another way of expressing such a sentence in Mandinka
is by the use of the infinitive, as a tata suo sang. This

does not mean 'he went to buy a horse', as in English, as

the infinitive in Mandinka takes its time from the tense of

the principal verb, which is in the past, and the buying is

therefore treated as past. In the sentence 'he went to buy
a horse' the infinitive 'to buy' is, as compared with the

time of ' he went ', a Future, as it shows his intention at the

time of going, and the Future is therefore used for express-

ing the verb, as a tata, a be suo sanna, he went, he is to

buy a horse, or, he went, he is going to buy a horse.

So also, y tata mo je, they went and saw the man, and

y tata, y be mo jela, they went to see the man.
The following conjunctions are also used in Mandinka

for connecting sentences to form a compound sentence.

They have already been mentioned in Chapter VIII, but

further examples are given below. These conjunctions are

:

bari, but] warante, or, or else; fo . . . warante . . ., either

... or ... ; and woleatinna, therefore. (It should be noted

that bari, but, is added to the end of the first sentence,

with a pause or stop after it. The conjunction is used

therefore for ending the first part of the compound sentence,

rather than for beginning the second part.)

a si sei bari, n si muru na suo konno he will go away,
but I shall return home.

a si sei, warante n si muru no suo konno he will go
away, or else I shall return home.

fo a si sei, warante n si muru na suo konno either he
will go away, or I shall return home.

a si sei, woleatinna n si muru na suo konno he will

go away, therefore I shall return home,
and, as explained above, a si sei, n si muru na suo konno,
he will go away, and I shall return home.
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It has been stated above that the conjunction aning is

not used to join sentences. This statement is generally

true, but there is one type of phrase sometimes used in

Mandinka in which this conjunction is so used. This

appears to be after verbs of motion, as a nata aning malo
benta, he came and met the hippopotamus. There does not

appear to be any rule by which this use of aning is governed,

except that it occurs after verbs of motion and before

Intransitive verbs. The subjects of both verbs are the

same, and the conjunction carries on the subject of the

first to the second verb. The only way of knowing whether

its use is correct is by how it sounds when spoken.

Complex sentences are also found in Mandinka, though
long complex sentences are, where possible, avoided, and
simple or compound sentences preferred instead. A com-
plex sentence consists of a principal sentence and a noun,

adjectival, or adverbial clause.

Noun clauses are not common in Mandinka, being found
only in such sentences as ma long a tata darning, / do not

know where he has gone, where a tata darning is the object

of the verb long.

Adjectival clauses are more in use, short clauses being

common, as mo be jang meng ye jato fa, the man is here

who killed the lion. Here the principal sentence is mo be
jang, while the clause meng ye jato fa describes the man
in the same way as would an adjective consisting of a

single word. But a sentence such as kulungo natale meng
be bung-jowkontolu sambala Banjul, the boat has come
which is going to carry the prisoners to Bathurst, is better

expressed as two co-ordinate sentences, kulungo natale,

a be bung-jowkontolu sambala Banjul, the boat has come,

it is going to carry the prisoners to Bathurst. As mentioned
above, long complex sentences are, where possible, avoided,

and in the first sentence, in which the relative is used, it is

necessary to carry kulungo as the subject of the sentence
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right to the end, while if two or more sentences can be used

this is not necessary.

There is a difference in tense between the first example

given, mo be jang meng ye jato fa, where the subordinate

clause is in the Past, and the second example, where the

subordinate clause is in the Future. In the latter case the

meaning of the sentence is not affected by the use of two

co-ordinate sentences in place of one complex sentence,

but in the first example, where the subordinate clause is in

the past, the meaning would be affected. ' The man is here,

who killed the lion', and, 'the man is here, he killed the

lion' have not the same meaning, but 'the man is here who
has come to kill the lion', and 'the man is here, he has

come to kill the lion' have practically the same meaning,

and it is therefore the latter type of sentence which is

usually expressed by means of two co-ordinate sentences.

Again, the sentence nyinne mu bungoti n wulita

mengto, this is the house in which I was born, contains an

adjectival clause, and is correct Mandinka, but it would

not be used, as the simpler sentence n wulita wo bungo
konno, / was born in that house, would be preferred.

Adverbial clauses are more used than are noun or

adjectival clauses, and are introduced by various ad-

verbs and conjunctions, the commonest of which are given

below

:

a nata tumameng, a silata baki when he came he was

very frightened.

i be ta namanang, i si molu bey kontongo before you

go, compliment all the people.

ning a ye sajeo nati, i s 'a jo jellu ? if he brings a sheep,

how much will you pay him ?

kabring n nata jang, n mam domofingo sotto since I

came here, I have not had any food.

ng'a kila fo n si bunya di ala I called him so that I

could give him a present.
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a bota sateoto kartuko a man alkalo kannu he left

the town because he did not like the alkali.

It will be seen that some adverbs and conjunctions require

to be placed at the end of their clause, and some at the

beginning. Similarly, some clauses require placing before

the principal sentence, while some follow it. Usually,

adverbial clauses of time precede the principal sentence,

but the position of the governing word itself can be learnt

only by practice and by how the sentence sounds when
spoken.



Chapter XIV

IDIOMS AND COMMON PHRASES

nyinne mu woti that's it. Literally, nying-le mu woti,

'this is that',

munne mu woti ? what 's that ?

munne mu nyinti? what's this ?

munne keta ? what
7

s happened ?

tubabo-karo November, tili nani the fourth of November.

Lit. 'the white man's month November, day four',

kuno meng sifa mu, n s'a long / shall know what sort of

a bird it is.

a juso diata he is good natured. Lit. 'his liver is sweet'.

(juso liver, is used for heart when speaking of emotions.)

a juso bota he was angry. Lit. 'his liver went out \

ba fata high tide. Lit. 'the sea (or river) is full'.

ba jata low tide. Lit. 'the sea is dry'.

konko n muta / am hungry. Lit. 'hunger takes me '.

konko be na / am hungry. Lit. 'hunger is to me' (na =
n-la, to me.)

konko b'ala he is hungry. Lit. hunger is to him.

ning wato sita when the time is fit. Lit. ' when the hour sits '.

simung tumo sita supper time is here, A similar use of si.

a tuta domanding, m parata I'm nearly ready. Lit. 'it

leaves a little, I'm ready '.

a desseta domanding nearly. Lit. 'it lacks a little '.

domanding a dessetale nearly. Lit. 'a little, it was left \

m man tusi ke / didn't do anything. Lit. 'I did not do
nothing '.

a sata he died (of a person.)

a fata it died (of an animal.)

a jata it died (of a tree or plant). Lit. 'it is dry'.

The verbs to say, ko, and to tell, fo, are often used in
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Mandinka in a complex form, which depends on the person

speaking and the person spoken to. The following are

examples

:

n kaienko / said to him, contracted from n ko aye, n ko,

/ said to him, I said.

i kaiyiko

a kaiako or

koyenko
n koinko

a koiyako

i konyiko

a konyako

you said to him, contr. from i ko aye, i ko

he said to him, „ a ko aye, a ko

/ said to you,

he said to you,

you said to me,

he said to me,

Similar constructions are also used with fo, to tell, as

a foiyako, he told you, a fonyako, he told me.

n ko iye, n ko

a ko iye, a ko
i ko nye, i ko

a ko nye, a ko



Chapter XV
MANDINKA STORIES

A number of Mandinka stories which have been collected

are set out below, and illustrate the rules of grammar
and the construction of sentences in Mandinka. They are

mostly folk-tales which have been handed down verbally,

and the actual words are those of the speaker.

The greater number of these stories have been written

down in Mandinka by the narrators, who are for the most
part boys at the Government school for Chiefs' sons, and
who write Mandinka in English characters. In many cases,

however, the spelling had to be corrected considerably:

words were joined together without reference to whether

any contractions or elisions were present (as ya for y'a, an
elision of ye a) ; and several short words were often written

as one word (as isisena for i si sei na), &c.

These boys have been taught to read and write Mandinka
in English characters for some years, and it is interesting

to note the difference between a story told by an unedu-

cated man, who cannot read or write, and those written by
these boys. The former's method of speaking or relating

a story consists of the stringing together of a series of short

sentences, with very few subordinate clauses, while the

schoolboys use more advanced constructions, which are

already available in the language, but which have not

previously been used in narrative—possibly these con-

structions were used at an earlier date when the Mandinka
Empire flourished and covered a great part of Western
Africa, and fell into disuse when the language perhaps be-

came degraded with the fall of the Empire. Different degrees

of complexity of construction will be noticed in the different

stories, varying according to the length of time during

which the boys have been studying the language at school,
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the first story being more nearly how it would be narrated

by an uneducated man.
The first story is given with a word for word translation,

followed by an ordinary translation, while the remainder

are translated into English, and notes are given after each

story.

1. Fangkantala man jow.

Tumo killing sottota, keo tata wulo konno, jato y'a

2 bai, a seleta yiro santo. Bitung kabring a seleta a fututa

turoto, a ye santo jube, a ye solo je yiri-bulo santo.

4 Bitung a ma long a be munne kela. Niamena a y'a tara

muro b'a-bulu, a ye muru ta, a ye yiro-turo kuntu.

6 Solo boita, jato y'a muta. Bitung keo kanata, a tata.

Woleatinna Mandinkolu ko : Fangkantala man jow.

Weapon not bad.

Time one there was had, man went bush into, lion him

(2) drove, he climbed tree up. Then since he climbed he

reached small branches, he up looked at,- he leopard saw
tree-arm above. (4) Then he not know he is what to do.

However he it met knife is (in) his hand, he knife took, he

tree-branch cut. (6) Leopard fell, lion him took. Then
man escaped, he went. Therefore Mandinko-people say:

Weapon not bad.

A weapon is not a bad thing.

Once upon a time a man went into the bush and a lion

chased him, and he climbed to the top of a tree. When he
climbed and reached the small branches he looked up and
saw a leopard on a bough above. Then he did not know
what to do. However, he found that he had a knife, and
took it, and cut the branch. The leopard fell and the lion

seized him. Then the man escaped and went. Therefore

the Mandinkos say: A weapon is not a bad thing.
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Notes,

line 1. sottota the simple past passive of sotto, to have; y'a, ye
the auxiliary in the simple past (transitive verbs), a, him.

line 3. turo, literally, a twig, -to is the locative suffix, a ye
santo jube, he looked up; santo, up, is here treated as the object

of the sentence, i.e. he looked-at up.

lines 4 and 5. a y 'a tara muro b'a-bulu, he met it, a knife is (in)

his hand, i.e. he found that he had a knife,

line 6. kanata, free to go, or escaped, from ka, does or can; na,

come; ta, go: is able to come or go.

2. Baa muso aning solo.

Lung killing sottota baa muso tata wulo konno, a ye

2 solo tara je. A kaiako : I nata munne nyining jang ? Baa
muso ko: N nata katcha. Solo kaiako: I muneatinna

4 nata katcha ? Solo ko : M be i falam be i nimila. Baa ko

:

M batu nga ta ming sateoto, n si sei na saing. Solo sonta,

6 a kaiako : Ta, i si sei na saing. Baa muso fana ko : N nata

kotenke, barri i te m domola kotenke. Solo mirata a ye

8 baa muso nyente, barri a ma muta no.

The sheep and the leopard.

One day a sheep went into the bush, she met a leopard

there. He said to her : What have you come here to seek ?

The sheep said: I came to chat. The leopard said to her:

Why have you come to chat ? The leopard said : I am going

to kill you and eat you. The sheep said: Give me leave to

go and drink in the town, I will return here soon. The
leopard agreed, he said to her: Go, you must return here

soon. The sheep at length said: I have come again, but

you are not going to eat me yet. The leopard thought that

he would stalk the sheep, but he could not take her.

Notes.

line 1. Lung killing sottota, this is the same construction as

tumo killing sottota, mentioned before.
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line 2. kaiako. A very common construction used when it is

desired to say 'he said'. This is a contraction of ko aye, a ko,

said to him, he said,

line 5. m batu nga ta, literally, 'wait for me, let me go'. The
expression m batu is in common use for 'let me', and nga ta

has already been referred to in Chapter II. na is a contraction

of nang, here.

line 6. fana, then, also, and 'here' contains the idea that a period of

time had elapsed since the words quoted in the last sentence had
been spoken, i.e. the sheep had been to the town and returned.

line 7. kotenke, still, yet, again, two of these meanings are found

in this sentence.

3. Muniatinna musolula-kuntinyo jangiata.

Muso fulale sonkata nung. Killingo, wo sutiata, a

2 funtita. A tata a ye dinko ba sing silo temoto meng si

bo ala jowla kordato ka ta kolongoto.

4 Wo sinning somanda junala, kabring musolu bey be

ta ji bila kolongoto aning mirang kuliaringolu wo mu-
6 sola-jowo boita dinko konno a wurita makoirola. Ala

terimalu burita, y nata, y'a muta ala kuntinyoto.

8 Kabring y b'a sabbala fo a si bo dinko konno y'a je ala

kuntinyo be jangiala wo watola. Kabring a funtita

10 dinko konno a be loring silo kang, a y'a je ala kuntinyo

be jangiaring ko kambano-bulo.

12 A y'a malundi baki, a burita, a tata nung. Bari

kabring a yamolu ko ala kuntinyo nyinata a ka jelli

14 wo muso dolula mennuna-kuntinyo be sutiaring. Wo
musolu fanang mala ye muta, y ka foyeko : ntolufana ye

16 kuntinyole sotto. Wonyala wo musolu aning mennu
buluta y noma, y buluta dinko konno killing, killingo

18 ala terimalu nata y'a funtindi. Wonyale mu musolu
ye kuntinyo jango sotto.

Why women's hair is long.

Two women had quarrelled. One, that was short, went
away. She went and dug a large hole in the middle of the
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road on which her enemy would go out from the gate to

the well.

The next morning early, when all the women were going

to draw water at the well with heavy calabashes, that

woman's enemy fell into the hole, she called for help. Her
companions ran and came, they took her by her hair.

When they were drawing her so that she would come out

of the hole they saw that her hair was becoming long at

that time. Since she came out of the hole, she was standing

on the road, she saw it that her hair was long as a youth's

arm.

She was very much ashamed, and ran, and went away.

But when her yard-people said that her hair was fine, she

was able to laugh at those other women whose hair was
short. Those women also were ashamed, they said : We also

have hair. In that way those women, with those who
should pull them following, they pulled them out of one

hole, each one her friends came and took her out. In that

way it is that women have long hair.

Notes,

line 1. fulale. The suffix -le is here more euphonic than emphatic.

line 3. kordato ka ta kolongoto. This is the regular way of

saying 'from the gate to the weir.

line 4. junala, locative of time (suffix -la).

line 6. makoirola, from makol, to help, makoiro, kelp, in

the dative case.

line 8. y b'a sabbala, they are drawing her. As the tense of the

whole story is in the past, the past is understood here, though
the actual tense is Present or Future. For accuracy, y b'a sab-
bala nung should be used, but, as mentioned in Chapter II,

strict regard is not paid to the tenses of verbs, when these can be

understood, so much as to the aspect.

line 12. a y'a malundi, literally, 'she shamed herself*, a tata

nung, she had gone (Perfect Past), i.e. she went away.
line 13. a ka jelli, she does laugh, or is able to laugh,

line 14. dolula, dative case, at the others, mennuna, menglu
(plural) becomes mennu+the possessive -la = mennula,
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which becomes mennuna, whose. The sound of 1 after norm
usually changes into the preceding sound,

line 15. mala ye muta, literally, 'shame took them',

line 16. kuntlnyole, the emphatic suffix -le is affixed,

lines 16 and 17. anlng mennu buluta y noma, literally, 'with

those to pull followed them',

line 18. wonyale mu, it is in that manner (wonya, in ihatmanner).

4. Muniatinna Dumasansangkolu y bika song y'a foyeko

jato demo.

Tumo killing sottota satele be Jarra, a to mu Dumasan-
2 sangleti. Jatolu ka y la ninsolu fa. Lung killing, sate-

molu bey benta y ko y si fero ke fo y si wo jato muta.

4 Y tata ye bung-kankarango dada, y ko ning y tata ni y
katata jatoma y s'a fai a kang fo 3^ s'a muta. Y bey ye

6 y la kidolu ta, ye kankarango ta y'a duni y'amuta y-bulo

marala, y kidolu muta y bulo bala. Y ko fo ning y tata

8 y s'a fai a kang, fo y s'a bung kidola. Kabring y futata

jatoma mo killing a bung. A kamfata, a kidita y kang
10 nyamenna y ko y be kankarango faila a kang, wonyala

a ye bey fa. Kabring wo tumola Dumasansangkolu
12 bika song mo y'a foyeko jata demo.

Why the people of Dumasansang do not agree to any one

speaking of hunting lions.

Once upon a time there was a town in Jarra, the name of

which was Dumasansang. Lions used to kill their cows.

One day, the townspeople all met and said that they would
make a trap so that they would catch the lion. They went
and made a house-roof, they said that when they went if

they approached the lion they would throw it on him so

that they would take him. They all took their guns, and
took the roof and carried it, they held it in their left hands,

they took their guns in their right hands. They said that

when they went they would throw it on him, that they
would shoot him with their guns. When they reached the
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lion one man shot at him. He was angry, he sprang on
them when they said that they were going to throw the

roof on him, in that way he killed them all. Since that

time the people of Dumasansang do not agree that any
man should tell them of lion hunting.

Notes,

line 1. satele, the suffix -le is here euphonic. The suffix -let!

affixed to Dumasansang consists of -le, emphatic in conjunction

with mu, and -tl the definitive suffix. The expression *a town
... its name is Dumasansang' is used in preference to 'a town
the name of which' using an adjectival clause,

line 3. fero here means a trap, but the word, like fenko, a thing,

can mean anything,

line 4. bung-kankarango, the sticks of the roof of a round house,

which would act as a cage,

lino 5. jatoma, to the lion (locative case), another form of jatola.
line 8. kidolashouldstrictlybekldolula,butasitisalreadyunder-

stood that the word is plural the singular is used here for short,

line 12. foyeko, a similar expression to kaiako, it is a contraction

of fo ye a ko, said to them, he said. Similar are fayeko, from
fo aye a ko, say (or said) to him, he said, and fonyeko, from
fo nye a ko, say to me, he said.

5, Bambango aning duntungo.

Lung killing sottota bambango aning duntungo benta
2 silo kang. Bambango ko duntungonye : Na alinga ta kelola

wulo konno. Duntungo ko : Hani, ni ifang song nga ta

4 kelola suo konno. Bambango aning duntungo keleta,

bitung duntungo kokoleta, molu nata ye bambango fa.

The fox and the cock.

One day a fox and a cock met on the road. The fox said

to the cock: Come, let us go and fight in the bush. The
cock said: No, if you yourself agree, let us go and fight at

home. The fox and the cock fought, then the cock crowed,

and men came and killed the fox.

H
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Notes,

line 2. duntungonye (said) to the cock. The suffix -ye has an n
prefixed to it for euphony,

lines 2 and 3. alinga ta and nga ta, let us go, and let me go. The
singular is used in the second place with a plural meaning, as is

usual when the first person plural is being used,

lines 3 and 4. ta kelola, go to fight, i.e. go and fight. The infinitive

often takes the suffix -la after verbs of motion, but may be

used without it.

line 5. molu nata ye bambango fa. As aning is not used to

connect sentences in Mandinka, independent sentences are used,

which are connected only in the mind, but which in English may
be translated with 'and'.

6. Akiti.

Akiti mu dano baleti aning nyoboringola ba, a y'afang

2 ke ko atele bambanta molu aning wulo-konno-fengolu

beyti. A y'afang ke ko jatolu, aning sololu, aning sulu-

4 olu, a dung mo-o-mo meng ala fero long fo : A k'afang

kili wulukonno manso. A tata da-o-da a be ala nyobo-

6 ring donkilola, n'a ye wo ke mo-o-mo si sila ateye, y s'a

bunya fana. Bari a nyinata samola, meng y'a long ko

8 subo nyamending bale mu, a dung a ye boro jama long.

Lung killing samo ko Akitiye : I mang sila-o-sila soto,

10 y fo i be ifang kilila wulo-konno-mansoti. A dung,

samole mu wulo-konno-mansoti, a ye feng-o-feng bai no.

12 Akiti ye ala tambo aning muro fai akang, barri a

mang tusi ke samola kartuko samo ye boro jama long.

14 Akiti ye ala kalo ta kotenke, a ye kuno ke je, a y'a fai

samo kang, bari hard saing a man tusi ke samola. Bari

16 hani saing dano ye boro ke, a yelemata jatoti, a saunta

samo kang, bari samo y'a muta a y'a fai. A y'afang

18 yelemandi sati, bari a mang samo fa no. Sabbangola

a y'afang yelemandi sioti, a dunta samola-tuloto, a tata

20 konnoto fo a fututa jusoto, a yelemata moti kotenke, a

ye ala muro ta, a y'a-juso kuntu. Labangola samo nata
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22 fa, Akiti nata ke wulo-konno-mansoti. Mo-o-mo ma
hainyi kotenke.

Akiti.

Akiti was a big hunter and a big wrestler, he made him-

self that he was stronger than men and all things in the

bush. He made himself as lions, and leopards, and hyenas,

and then everybody who knew his deeds said: He calls

himself the king of the bush. Everywhere he went he

used to sing of his wrestling, when he did that every one

feared him, they respected him also. But he forgot the

elephant, who is known to be an animal of great cunning,

and who also knows much magic.

One day the elephant said to Akiti : You have not got

any fear, it is said that you call yourself the king of the

bush. But, the elephant is the king of the bush, he can

drive away everything.

Akiti threw his spear and knife against him, but he did

not do anything to the elephant because the elephant knew
much magic. Akiti then took his arrow, he put poison

there, he shot it against the elephant, but until now he did

not do anything to the elephant. But now the hunter made
medicine, he changed into a lion, he sprang upon the

elephant, but the elephant took him and threw him off.

He caused himself to change into a snake, but he was not

able to kill the elephant. Thirdly, he caused himself to

change into a fly, he entered the elephant's ear, he went

inside until he reached his liver, he changed into a man
again, he took his knife, he cut off his liver. At last the,

elephant came to die, and Akiti came to be the king of the

bush. Everybody did not dare approach him again.

Notes.

line 1. baletl, great, ba, le, emphatic suffix, ti, definitive suffix.

line 2. ke ko, ke, make, ko, as, that.

line 3. ko, as, i.e. as strong as, or as quick as, &c.
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line 5. manso, the usual termination -a is changed to -o for the

sake of euphony,

line 6. n'a ye wo ke . . . ateye, ni, followed by the principal verb

in the Simple Future is used for when,

line 7. meng y'a long, the Third Person Plural, y, used like the

French on, 'whom they know it', i.e. whom is known to be.

line 13. samola, dative, to the elephant.

line 14. kuno, poison, as well as bird, fai means shoot as well as

throw.

line 15. hani saing, literally, 'until now', but, like many adverbial

conjunctions, is often used rather vaguely, cf. a dung. At the

beginning of the line it has the meaning of up to now, but at

the beginning of the next sentence that of next or now, i.e. the

subject starting a new thing,

line 16. a yelemata, he changed; jatoti, the definitive suffix is

used to indicate into what he changed, in a similar way to that

in which it is used in comparisons,

lines 17 and 18. a y 'afang yelemandi, the causative verb with an
object, he caused himself to change, ye, the auxiliary used in the

Simple Past tense,

lines 18-20. These independent clauses have no connecting words
to join them, but in Mandinka are connected only in the mind.

In translating into English they may be connected by such

words as and, when, &c.

lines 22 and 23. mo-o-mo ma hainyi. In Mandinka a positive

subject is used with a negative verb, everybody did not dare,

when in English a negative subject with a positive verb would
be used no one dared (see p. 20 supra), hainyi, to dare, is often

used in the sense of 'to dare to approach'.



Chapter XVI

MANDINKA WRITING

A considerable amount of writing, consisting chiefly of

Court records and letters, is done in Mandinka, though

little, if any, literary composition is attempted.

As in the case of other Sudanese races, the introduction

of Islam in the eleventh century brought with it the use

of Arabic as a literary vehicle by persons who made any
claim to be educated. In cases where the scribe had an

adequate knowledge of Arabic grammar and syntax—the

use of Arabic characters to represent the sounds of the

vernacular also obtains.

Thus, though a fair number of men in every larger com-

munity can write Arabic more or less correctly, a still

larger number can only write 'salutations' and headings

in Arabic—and employ Mandinka written in Arabic

characters in the body of their compositions.

The Arabic characters are, however, but ill adapted to

expressing the Mandinka language, in which many vowels

occur, and in which the change of a vowel often completely

changes the meaning of a word. No distinction is made
between o and u, and there is no provision for e, while there

are also many superfluous consonants but no sounds for

ng and p. The letters which are used to write Mandinka
are comparatively few in number, and in speaking of such

writing a man says that he is writing in Mandinka, not

writing in Arabic, as the two alphabets are considered to

be almost distinct.

The Mandinka alphabet, as it may be called, consists of

twenty characters, which are set out below, together with

their Mandinka names and pronunciation. The vowel and
other accents are also shown.
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THE ARABIC ALPHABET AS ADAPTED TO MANDINKA
iinka name
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sira fula tilindingo ....?.„.. a, e, nasalized (n, m, ng)

sira fula tilindingo duma i, e nasalized

sira fula doniringo ....*,.. °» u nasalized

, ,, . o consonant without vowel (also
sira murumurulingo ..._.... A r u * \& used for short e)

tombi sabba A punctuation mark (also used

for long e)

NOTES ON THE MANDINKA ALPHABET

(i) The letter lifu is sometimes used alone with the sound

of a, but is generally used as a supporting medium for the

accents representing a, e, i, o, u and their nasalized forms.

It is often used also at the end of a word, with no sound.

In certain parts of the Gambia it is replaced almost

altogether by ainu.

(ii) The letters b, t, r, and y are sometimes written as a

straight line, when they can be distinguished only by the

dots (tombi) above or below the line, as t- _^. &c.

(iii) As mentioned above, ainu is often used instead of

lifu as a 'bearer' for the vowel sounds. Its independent

form as shown in the first column is that generally used,

though the cursive form is occasionally found.

(iv) Final kafu is written in the form shown, and not as

final kaf in Arabic.

(v) A final nunu is often written without the dot.

(vi) The cursive form of hha is often used instead of ha
in the middle of a word for convenience in writing, as the

Mandinkos do not recognize any difference in sound.

(vii) The other letters of the Arabic alphabet (not shown
on the preceding page), tha, Jcha, zal, zain, sad, dad, to, tho,

ghain, and kaf are not generally used in Mandinka, but they
are known to Mandinkos under names different from the

Arabic names, and sounds in accordance with the Man-
dinka names are given to the letters even when the Koran
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is being read. The letters zal and zain are occasionally used

by Mandinkos under the names of, and with the sound of

je and ja.

(viii) Letters have been adopted by the Wolofs for p and
ng, these being respectively fa and kaf with three dots

above, but they are not commonly used by the Mandinkos,
who use b for p and n or the nasalization sign for ng. The
letter sing is really a Wolof character, but is commonly
used by the Mandinkos. It is sometimes written with one

dot only below, and is often written in the form of the

letter ja instead of a ya, but this form belongs more to the

Wolofs.

(ix) The sign consisting of three dots (sometimes re-

placed by an asterisk) is used for any kind of punctuation

mark, but is sometimes also used merely to separate each

word, and is often omitted altogether.

The letter mimu is often omitted altogether by Man-
dinkos, thus samba may be written as saba.

The following specimen of written Mandinka has been

reproduced exactly as written, in order to show both

standardized differences from Arabic writing itself, and

mistakes common in written Mandinka.

Specimen of Mandinka Writing.

^l=iit ||£ jUI .:-< Jr
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Transcription,

Lung killing mo tata wulokono
lokuntu nyining. A nato a ye jato je

silo kang. A man hanyi a seleta yiro

santo woliatinna a kanata jatoma.

Notes.

The style and spelling of Mandinka writing varies in

different parts of the country, that of the Kombo being

the nearest to correct Arabic. The specimen given above
was taken from Niamina, where the standard is lower, in

order to show mistakes common amongst the Mandinkos.

It will be noticed that lifu is used as a final letter where-

ever possible, either mute, or to carry on not only an a, e,

or i sound, but also o oru, a common practice amongst
Mandinkos. In other parts of the Gambia, especially in

Kombo, the letter ainu is often used in place of lifu, to

represent a and i. It is found here in thewordsmo and tata.

As mentioned in the remarks on the alphabet, ng is

represented in Mandinka by n, and it may be stated that

generally wherever possible the nasalization sign is used

in preference to the letter n, though in the first two words
of the specimen above lung killing, the first word is ended
with a mute wowu and the second with a mute lifu.

In wulokono, the last word in the line, the first letter

wowu is incorrectly joined to the following lamu instead

of being written separately.

In the second line lokunto is also written with nunu
instead of the nasalization mark (sira fula doniringo)

which is commonly used. In a nato, at the beginning of

the next sentence, the final syllable -to would in Kombo
generally be written with the roundformof ta (ta murumu-
rulingo) instead of being ended with lifu, as is the com-
moner form up the river.
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In the next phrase, a yejato je, the ya is replaced by a

ha, and this substitution, among people who are not very

well educated, seems to be fairly common in the place of

an initial y, yiro, for example, often being written as hiro.

The Arabic letter zain (called ja in Mandinka) is used in

jato, and the Arabic letter zal (called je in Mandinka) is

used in je, see.

In the third line, seleta is writtenwitha sira murumuru-
lingo to represent the e sound, while in the last line the

word jatoma is written with the Mandinka letter ja instead

of a zain as at first.



Chapter XVII

TONE
As mentioned in the Introduction, Western Mandinka is

a language with a monosyllabic basis, and, as is often found

in such languages, the development of tone has arisen

owing to a lack of sufficient monosyllables to provide a

word for every meaning required.

Within recent years the use of the Mandinka language

has spread throughout the whole of Senegal and a great

part of West Africa, and the language is spoken as a second

language by many persons not of a Mandinka tribe. This

extended use of the Mandinka language has, as Delafosse

says, caused the development of what may almost be

described as a 'universal Mandinka' (ka gbe—kango koi

in Western Mandinka), and although such a simplification

of the language does not appear to have affected Western

Mandinka to any extent, its extended use appears to be

causing the strict use of tone to die out.

At the present time the general intonation of a phrase

or sentence is heard by the ear, rather than the tone of each

individual word, except perhaps in cases where the use of

semantic tone is necessary. Even in such cases the hearer

would, after a slight hesitation, be able to understand the

sentence by the context. An illustration of this theory may
be found in the fact that an old man or woman often takes

longer to grasp the meaning of a sentence spoken by a

stranger than does a younger person, or even a child, to

whom tone is probably of less importance than it was to

the older people in their young days.

It is possible that the use of the drum for sending

messages depended on the tonal structure of a language,

and this would appear to be borne out by the fact that

though, according to the Mandinkos, drums were at one
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time used for sending messages, this use to-day is limited

to giving orders at dances or wrestling matches, when such

commands as all si, a muta, batu, bembemke (all sit,

take hold, wait, strongly) are given by the drums. These

commands are, however, not given in the way that drum
commands were given in European armies, by a fixed

number of rhythm of strokes, but are ' spoken ' on the drum
by variations of tone.

The tones of words given below are indicated by dots in

the case of words pronounced in a staccato manner and by
curved lines where words are pronounced more legato. In

obtaining examples of tones, however, it was found that

different people often pronounced the same word with

varying tones, except in the case of semantic tone, but

that even in this case staccato pronunciation might be

used by one person, and legato by another.

With regard to the degrees of tone, there appear to be

two principal tones, high and low, used at the beginning

of a word, but the degree of variation thereafter depends

on the individual speaking.

The general tone of words in Western Mandinka can be

regarded from three points of view: (a) the actual tone

(rising or falling)
; (6) the method of saying the word

(staccato or legato), and (c) the accentuation of the word.

Of these, (b) and (c) appear to be interrelated, and in

Western Mandinka seem to be taking the place of pure

tone, even in words in which semantic tone is necessary.

Most words in Western Mandinka end on a generally

falling tone, as:

kumo * • word

patamo * * • shark

bading muso * * • -^ sister

jato muso • • * -^ lioness

kulungo * *
• canoe

In a sentence the tone of each word becomes sub-

bungo *

•
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ordinated to that of the sentence, in which the tone

gradually rises and then falls on the last few words. Thus

:

m be ta bungoto I am going to the house.

• • • • • .

a ye koddo di dingola he gave the money to the child.

• • ' • * • • .

kabring a tata bolong konno, m ma je Since he went

up river I have not seen him.

In long sentences each phrase is treated as a separate

sentence as regards its tone.

Semantic tone is, however, still found in the case of

words, otherwise identical, with more than one meaning.

Thus:

kuno
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a y'a di • •

*

He gave it.

a y'a di - •

.

He rubbed it.

nge sulo sotto • . • .
•

I have a monkey.
nge sulo sotto • • . .

#
I have a root.

As mentioned above, the tone and accentuation of words

in Western Mandinka appear to be becoming synonymous.

Thus : kuno . ^ bird, and kuno • -^ poison, could be shown
as kuno and kuno, the accent representing a raised tone,

an accentuated and a slightly lengthened syllable. Again:

basso lizard basso mat
fal6 donkey telo stick

kulo leather kulo bone

This does not, of course, show whether a word is spoken

in a legato or staccato manner, and it does not actually

show tone accurately in all cases, e.g. monosyllables, but

it does appear that with the disappearance of nice distinc-

tions in tone generally, there is a simplification of tone

even in cases where some distinction is needed to differen-

tiate between two otherwise identical words.
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